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Florida Sigma Omicron 
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 


Chartered 05-25-68. 88. 
 
Goals for 2008-2009 


Our chapter had a couple main goals for this year.  
The first was to build off our increasing awareness 
by the department and continue this growth.  The 
second was to try to create new activities and 
opportunities to keep members active.  Another 
goal was to increase our service involvement in the 
community. 


Activities 
This year the chapter has participated in many 
events and service projects. 
 
For both the fall and spring semester, two meetings 
were held for all eligible initiates.  During these 
meetings, the requirements to become a member 
and benefits of being a member were the main 
topics.  A social followed the second meeting of 
the semester to encourage the initiates to meet 
current members and the officers.   
 
One of the main requirements for initiates is for 
them to complete community service hours.  Our 
chapter participates in many projects throughout 
the semester.  One of our main projects was a 
Science Day collaborated with the education honor 
society Kappa Delta Pi for an elementary-aged 
afterschool program.  Hands-on experiments 
focusing on the fundamentals of science and field 
games kept over 100 kids involved.  The day was 
highly successful and the school urged us to plan 
follow-up events.  
 
Another event participated in is called GatorTrax 
and it consists of encouraging aspiring middle and 
high school students to continue in the math and 
science fields.  During this time, professors speak 
to the student’s parents and let them know about 
the need for engineers in our society.   
 
A college of engineering wide project we 
participate in is part of Engineer’s Week and is the 
E-Fair.  During E-Fair we had a booth which 
included a golfing robot and micro air vehicles this 
year.  Students ranging from ages K-12 come out 
to E-Fair and are encouraged to ask questions so 
they will become interested in engineering. 
 
Fundraising activities for the year included 
concessions and a Mechanical and Aerospace 
Department polo sale.  The events were great 
successes and set up our chapter to be financially 


healthy for both this past year and the upcoming 
year. 
 
To increase our interaction with the department 
and get our members and initiates involved in 
research, the chapter organized and hosted the first 
annual Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
Undergraduate Research Symposium, held in 
conjunction with the Department’s spring Advisory 
Board meeting day and awards banquet activities.  
During the spring semester we held a meeting with 
a couple professors to inform our members about 
graduate school possibilities and how to prepare 
for the application process.  A separate meeting 
was also held for members so they knew about all 
planned activities throughout the semesters. 
 
One of our most popular events is lab tours.  These 
lab tours are very educational and show certain 
parts of the department that students may never 
see.  A couple labs visited this past year included 
the Neuroprosthetic Lab and the Machine Tool 
Research Lab.  This past year we also invited a 
P&G to come and speak to us about their company. 
 
Several socials were held during the year as well.  
Besides the initial initiate social, a softball game, 
bowling night, Lake Wauburg BBQ, and a pot luck 
dinner were held.  Participation was good during 
these events and everyone had a good time. 
 
Six members, a mixture between graduating and 
returning members, were sent to the National 
Convention in Michigan.  Our faculty advisor 
joined us in this trip. 


Graduates 
Garrett Pataky – Graduate School at the University 


of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Ryan Cardillo – General Electric in Greenville, SC 
Christina Mills  – Air Products 
Paul Moore – Graduate School at the University of 


Florida 
Chris Bishop 
Eric Shields 
Nicholas Dunbar 


Awards & Recognition 
Anthony Licari and Andrew McDonald – First 


Place Undergraduate Research Symposium 
Nic Fischer – Third Place Undergraduate Research 


Symposium 
Citgo Petroleum Corporation Scholarship – 


Christina Mills 
Outstanding Graduate Senior in Mechanical 


Engineering – Kenneth Rivard 
Pi Tau Sigma Griggs and Weiner Scholarship – 


Katherine Faist 







 
Names of New Members 
Fall 2008 Pledges 


Nicholas Dunbar Sean Miller 
Anthony Guess Marcos Pinares 
Eric Holshouser Mauricio Rodrigo 
Brody Huval Jordan Sasscer 
Jared Jones Rochelle Willard 


Spring 2009 Pledges 
Richard Clark Kellon Marchman 
Gregory Haley Kyle Rowe 
Travis Heatwole Eric Shields 
Christopher Hughes Jeremy Wilson 
Leslie Maldonado  


Transfer of Responsibilities 
Most of the officers were graduating.  To create an 
easy transition for all positions, there was a 
meeting which focused on the transfer of 
responsibilities, information about all previously 
planned activities, and contact information for any 
questions in the future.  All new officers have been 
given descriptions of their jobs and seemed ready 
to fill their roles.   


Plans for 2008-2009 
Our chapter has several plans for the 2009-2010 
year.  The first is the reoccurring goal of increasing 
member participation.  We feel that there are too 
many people who join the organization and forget 
about it afterwards.  We made the initial steps this 
past year including a member only meeting, and 
we plan to continue that direction. 
 
Another large goal for our chapter is to continue 
our own service initiative.  The Science Day was a 
huge success and we look forward to continuing to 
contribute to the community. 
 
The last goal our chapter has for the upcoming year 
is to increase the number of socials so that there are 
more fun activities and member bonding. 


Chapter Officers 
President Ryan Cardillo 
Vice President of Members Katherine Faist 
Vice President of Initiates Jon Runyon 
Treasurer Christina Mills 
Secretary Garrett Pataky 
Historian Ryan Bowen 
Service Lisa Morin 
Programs Matt Goff 
E-Fair/Social Chair Chris Bishop 
Fundraising Chair Rob Sweeney 
Fundraising Chair Paul Moore 
Webmaster Nic Fisher 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Gloria Wiens 


Contact Information 
http://grove.ufl.edu/~pts/ 
pts@grove.ufl.edu 


Reporter 
Garrett Pataky 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2015-2016 


 


University of Florida  


 


Florida Sigma Omicron 


 


A. Initiations 


 
Initiates are chosen from the top 35% of students in the mechanical engineering department who are 


in their third year or have the equivalent 90 credits. For students who classify as juniors, their status 


is determined for the top 25% of students who have completed four semesters (two years) of course 


work. For seniors, their status is determined from finding the top 33% of students who have 


completed six semesters (three years) of course work. These eligible candidates are contacted by the 


current president and are informed of their selection and invited to an introductory meeting. Our 


chapter receives the list of candidates during the first month of the semester from the administration 


of the UF College of Engineering.  


 


Candidates who attend the introductory meeting are briefed by the President, Vice President, 


Secretary, Treasurer, and other officers with a presentation on Pi Tau Sigma. This presentation 


outlines our chapter’s requirements for membership and includes examples of how the members 


interact with each other, and with the engineering community as a whole. Officers introduce 


themselves and describe their roles in the chapter. All candidates who attend this introductory 


meeting, who attend events, or who send an email of interest are recorded and are added to an initiate 


list serve. Their attendance is recorded throughout the semester at all events held. 


  


Initiates are required to go to six events over the course of the semester, but are encouraged to attend 


more and socialize with the other members and initiates. They must attend: one Pi Tau Sigma 


sponsored lab tour, company information session, or related activity; one service project; one 


fundraising event; one chapter social; the end of the semester Kick-Ball game, and the initiation 


ceremony. Initiation is mandatory and is usually held one week before final exams. If an initiate 


cannot attend a certain event and would like to substitute another, e.g., an initiate cannot attend the 


last service event of the semester and instead wants to attend two lab tours; they must obtain 


permission from the president, vice president, or the membership chair. A one-time dues payment is 


required before the initiation ceremony. If any of the requirements are not met or if the initiate cannot 


attend the initiation ceremony, they must wait until next semester to be initiated, assuming they are 


still eligible. When an initiate pays their dues, they receive a Pi Tau Sigma bent. Initiates are 


encouraged to polish their bents. At initiation, the initiate who has the best looking bent, as voted by 


the officers, receives a prize.  


 


The initiation ceremony follows tradition. Initiates are brought into a conference room with the 


current officers at the front of the room. A table decorated with Pi Tau Sigma coat of arms and other 


memorabilia is in the middle of the room. The president and vice president follow the Pi Tau Sigma 


initiation handbook and describe the coat of arms and the values of Pi Tau Sigma. Once the initiates 


pledge to uphold the ASME code of ethics, they are congratulated and welcomed as members. To 


signify this, they are taught the chapter’s secret handshake and each initiate shakes hands with the 


officers.  At the end of the spring semester’s initiation, officer elections are held. All members, 







including those who were just initiated, can run for a position. Only current officers can run for the 


president and vice president offices.  


 


Our chapter held two initiations this year. The fall initiation was held on Thursday, December 10
th


 


and saw sixteen new members added to the Sigma Omicron chapter. The spring initiation was held 


on Thursday, April 22nd
 and saw one new member initiated. The fall initiation saw an increase of 


128% in comparison to the previous year. Of the seventeen new members, five of them ran and were 


elected to be officers for the next academic year. The leaving officers welcomed and congratulated 


the new officers. 


 


 
 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


 
The Sigma Omicron chapter is part of many activities and events that promote involvement in the 


mechanical engineering department and that introduce students to excellent opportunities for their 


future. The chapter allows for the members and initiates to work with high-achieving students from 


the other engineering societies, network with professors to gain research opportunities, as well as 


members from industry to gain internships and full-time jobs. Additionally, our chapter gave back to 


the department, UF community, and Gainesville community by providing department wide events 


and hours of community service work.  


 


Community Service  


 


Community service events are either individual or in collaboration with other engineering societies. 


One such collaboration is GatorTRAX, a program that introduces many engineering related skills to 


elementary, middle and high school students. The Sigma Omicron chapter works together with the 


Florida chapter of Tau Beta Pi in teaching these young minds new concepts. Officers and members 







explain to the students, through physical examples, basic concepts of physics, such as velocity and 


acceleration. This past year, members of Pi Tau Sigma provided support to the American Society of 


Mechanical Engineers to teach the students about kinetic and potential energy. There were 


approximately fifteen Pi Tau Sigma members in attendance as well as ASME and Tau Beta Pi 


volunteers. Over 45 kids participated in the event.  


 


 
 


The annual E-Fair is a well-recognized event at the University of Florida. At the E-Fair, engineering 


groups from all departments come out and demonstrate the fundamental ideas of their core learning 


to elementary and middle school students, as well as faculty, visiting alumni and fellow students. Pi 


Tau Sigma presented the air cannon and air vortices activities at this event, much to the delight of the 


students. 1,500 students attended the two day event to learn about the different engineering activities.  


 


 
 


 


 







Departmental Service 


  


This year, the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department implemented Peer Advising to 


improve departmental advising. Pi Tau Sigma members were requested to serve as advisors by the 


department chair. Pi Tau Sigma members rose to the call and fifteen of them served as Peer Advisors 


this year. Peer Advisors guide students in the MAE Department through class scheduling, 


internships, and extracurricular activities. The feedback from students has been overwhelmingly 


positive and often students say this is the “best advising I have received at UF”.  


 


This year Pi Tau Sigma took over the responsibility of leading and organizing the “Intro to 


Engineering” class for the Mechanical and Aerospace Department.  This course is for incoming 


freshman who are interested in engineering but are unsure of which discipline is best for them.  Pi 


Tau Sigma organized and led a weekly presentation and hands on demonstration to show the students 


what mechanical engineering entailed.  With Pi Tau Sigma taking over the class, there was a 


dramatic increase in participation and interest in the mechanical engineering discipline. 


 


 
 


 







In the spring, Pi Tau Sigma hosted two information sessions with Sandia National Laboratories and 


with Universal Studios.  Both events included talks and presentations from employees of each 


company.  The speaker at the Universal Studios information session was the Vice President of 


Universal Studios who was a Mechanical Engineer as well as member of Pi Tau Sigma at his alma 


mater. Both information sessions allowed for time to speak with the presenters as well as time to 


network with human resources personnel.  Each event was well attended by Pi Tau Sigma members 


as well as ASME members and was very enjoyable and informative. 


 


 


 
 


 


The MAE Undergraduate Research Symposium is an annual poster presentation event in which 


undergraduate students can share their research with faculty, students and notable members of the 


External Advisory Board. This event is coordinated with the UF Mechanical and Aerospace 


Department annual Awards Banquet. This year, the departmental chair wanted to keep the 


momentum going for the Symposium and have at least 15 presenters. The chapter responded to this 


goal, and the presenter participation totaled 14 presenters. Invitations for the symposium were sent 


out through the department undergraduate list serve, flyers were posted in every engineering 


building, and announcements were made in class. All interested undergraduates received a 


PowerPoint poster template where they would describe their research topic by giving the 


background, problem statement, and current and future work of the project. Once all of the posters 


were completed and returned, the officers printed and laminated the posters for the students.  


 


The Symposium was held in the rotunda of the main engineering building on campus, expanding 


visibility of the event to the entire College of Engineering. A panel of five judges was created from 


the External Advisory Board and these members spoke to each presenter and reviewed their work. 


After deliberation, three winners were selected and were awarded not only an invitation to the MAE 







Awards Banquet, but were also awarded cash prizes. The cash prizes were $250 for first place, $150 


for second place, and $100 for third place. The event was considered a great success and was highly 


regarded by not only the faculty and Board members, but also among the students who attended. 


These students expressed much anticipation for next year’s Symposium, giving them renewed 


inspiration to conduct their research. 


 


 
 


 
 


 







Several of our chapter’s officers attended the annual Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 


Department Banquet at the University of Florida. These officers represented our chapter and 


presented the Outstanding Alumni Awards to distinguished guests. Several of the Pi Tau Sigma 


members were also honored during the event, with our Vice President receiving the MAE 


Outstanding Senior Award in Mechanical Engineering as well as our Treasurer, Membership Chair, 


Service Chairs and Initiates receiving departmental scholarships.  


 


Social Events  


 


This year, the Sigma Omicron chapter brought together the MAE engineering societies of AIAA and 


ASME, along with the faculty of MAE, by hosting the fourth annual MAE kickball tournament. A 


little friendly competition along with plenty of food and drinks is always a fun time for all of the 


members to get to know each other. The tournament was played on the intermural softball fields on 


campus and consists of three rounds of playoff style single elimination. Around 25 members for all 


of the clubs participated in the event. This year, we were happy to have faculty attend the event. The 


winner of the event this year was ASME. 


  


In addition, our chapter holds many social events for the members. Our social events range from 


frozen yogurt at the local Mochi frozen yogurt to spending the morning hiking at Paynes Prairie or 


participating and winning trivia at local restaurants.  These events are always well attended by 


members, officers, and initiates. This academic year in particular, initiates had great opportunities to 


get to know the officers and the social events were very enjoyable. The end of semester Kick-Ball 


game is another great social event for the initiates to get an opportunity to beat the officers who they 


have worked with all semester.  


 


Fundraisers 


  


Our largest fundraiser is through the departmental polo sale. The department donates the funds for 


the Sigma Omicron chapter to purchase the polos through a local design company. Thus, all of the 


profits raised in the sales are used to fund all of the events throughout the semesters. These polos 


consist of the UF Gator Engineering Logo and have the words Mechanical and Aerospace 


Department under the logo. Students purchase these polos to wear to info sessions and during 


internships.  This year we brought in a new style and design of polos as well as allowed for the use of 


credit cards to purchase the polos.  These two changes increased sales dramatically leading to strong 


fundraising in the academic year. 


 


National Convention 


  


This spring, the Sigma Omicron chapter sent two members and four officers to national convention at 


USC. All of the attending members enjoyed the experience and brought back ideas which will help 


with growth of the UF chapter. The members participated in all of the events and attended the career 


showcase event as well as enjoyed facility tours of companies such as SpaceX. 


 







 
  


 


Member Communication and Meetings  


 


Members of the Sigma Omicron chapter receive email updates of events happening in the local 


mechanical engineering department. Graduate students and professors contact our advisor and ask for 


any Pi Tau Sigma members who are interested in working in research workshops or labs. Members 


are invited to seminars and department lectures being held by professors and those working in the 


mechanical engineering field. Our officers arrange tours of engineering professors’ laboratories that 


are open to all members and initiates. These laboratory tours are a great way for members to meet 


professors and have a chance to talk to them about research opportunities. 








Pi Tau Sigma Annual Chapter Report 


2016-2017 


Florida Sigma Omicron  


 


 


A. Initiations  


The selection process begins weeks before classes start, as the secretary works towards acquiring 


the list of eligible students who qualify to be inducted into Pi Tau Sigma. Eligible students 


receive an email during the first week of classes congratulating them on their accomplishments 


and inviting them to an information session where they may learn more about the Florida Sigma 


Omicron chapter of Pi Tau Sigma. The email expounds on the opportunities Pi Tau Sigma 


provides to students, both professionally and socially, and highlights the reasons students should 


take up the opportunity to learn more about the chapter. Two information sessions are hosted 


during the second week of classes in which the chapter provides food and refreshments to those 


who attend. During the meeting, the officers, headed by the president and vice-president, present 


to the potential initiates. The presentation includes a brief history of Pi Tau Sigma, an 


explanation of the core values of our chapter, a run through of outreach events and service events 


done on campus in the past year, and a detailed explanation of the initiation process and the 


requirements for initiation. The students who attend the information sessions are grouped into a 


Listserv and the secretary provides a schedule of the events planned for the semester with dates 


and times.  Periodic emails are sent throughout the semester to provide more information on 


upcoming events, and to announce any new additions late in the semester.  


The chapter hosts a variety of events throughout the semester, and initiates must attend one 


social event, one service event, one lab tour or company tour, and a mandatory polo sale and 


kickball game, to be eligible for initiation. These events are planned to provide a strong 


opportunity for each initiate to socialize with their fellow students outside of the university 


campus in a fun and friendly environment, give back to the local community and teach 


engineering to young students, explore the university laboratories and local engineering 


companies, and network with students and professionals in order to help each other succeed. 


Dues of the amount of $50 are due at the last event before initiation, which is the required 


kickball game. Initiates receive a t-shirt, bent, membership card, and certificate for their dues. 


Initiates are encouraged to polish their bents in unique ways, and a competition is held during 


initiation in which the smoothest and shiniest bent wins a prize. Any member that does not meet 


the requirements is not initiated and is told to try again next semester, assuming that the person 


in question is still eligible. Any initiate who misses one mandatory event that takes place only 


once a semester, such as the kickball game, due to a university sanctioned event, or other 


subsequent reason deemed appropriate, can make up the event with a five to ten minute 


presentation to the officer board on an engineering topic of that person’s choice, that must be 


approved by the president beforehand.   







Finally, the last requirement in the initiation process is to attend initiation. The initiation 


ceremony follows tradition. After the class of initiates get professional head shots taken in their 


business formal attire, the group is then escorted by an officer into a dark conference room, 


where two candles are placed at the head of the conference room table, illuminating picture 


frames of the Pi Tau Sigma coat of arms and Pi Tau Sigma emblem, along with a stole, a chord, 


and a bent. The president and vice-president stand at the head of the table, while the initiates are 


seated at the table, and other officers and active members stand around the initiates. The 


president and vice-president then follow the initiation handbook with which they lead the 


initiates into pledging to uphold the ASME Code of Ethics and the ideals of the engineering 


profession, as fostered by Pi Tau Sigma. The vice-president then passes along the traditions of 


the Pi Tau Sigma coat of arms and emblem, describing the significance of each of their designs. 


Each initiate is taught the official Pi Tau Sigma handshake, and is then congratulated by each 


officer as handshakes are exchanged. To finish the proceedings, each initiate dates, prints, and 


signs their name onto the new initiation roll book.  


After the ceremony, a celebratory dinner is held in the same conference room. During the dinner, 


officer elections take place for any new or open positions for the next semester. This process is 


led by the president, and any member running for an officer position is to give a speech about 


their goals for the position and what they would bring to the officer board and chapter. A vote 


takes place for each position, and new officers are named accordingly.  


The Fall 2016 initiation took place on Friday, December 9th, in which 14 members were initiated 


into the Florida Sigma Omicron Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma. There was also one Honorary Initiate 


this semester, which was the new Faculty Advisor, Dr. Hitomi Greenslet, who has been an 


amazing addition to the chapter.  


The Spring 2017 initiation took place on Thursday, April 20th, in which 11 members were 


initiated.  


 
 Figure 1. Initiates from the Fall 2016 


Initiation Ceremony 







B. Chapter Activities 


 


Introduction to Engineering: In an effort to spread knowledge of mechanical engineering, 


recruit more engineers, and become a larger presence on campus, the Florida Sigma Omicron 


chapter began volunteering to teach Introduction to Engineering in 2015. In this class, we teach 


students about what mechanical engineering is, show them some examples of engineering, talk 


about student involvement, and tour our student labs. Some of the examples include: folding a 


carbon fiber wing, a gas combustion cylinder, 3D printed objects, and a replica of Theo Jansen’s 


Strandbeest. We present Pi Tau Sigma and what we are as well as other organizations and design 


teams on campus to encourage student involvement. After the presentation, we build composite 


beams to use in a Charpy impact test and tour the design and manufacturing lab to show students 


what they can expect to do as a student and beyond. The students design and build a beam that is 


tested to measure the amount of energy absorbed per unit of mass. This allows students to have a 


fun and exciting hands on activity while applying mechanical engineering principles. In the 


design and manufacturing lab we get to show them lots of unique ways to manufacture and 


discuss the importance of designing for manufacturability. 


 


 
.  


 


 


 


MAE Undergraduate Research Symposium: The MAE Undergraduate Research Symposium is 


the College of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering’s annual research project presentation in 


which undergraduates can share their research with faculty, fellow students, student organizations, 


and notable members of the External Advisory Board. This event is hosted by Pi Tau Sigma, and 


is planned in conjuncture with the annual Awards Banquet. This year, the department wanted to 


improve the student turnout from previous years and have as many students and student 


organizations present as possible. The chapter responded to the department’s request and the 


presenter participation totaled 15 presenters, 6 presenting individual projects, 6 representing the 


Society of Women Engineers (SWE), and 3 representing Design, Build, Fly.  


Figure 2. Students view and play with a gas 


combustion cylinder in the design and 


manufacturing lab tour 


Figure 3. Students watch the Charpy Impact 


hammer destroy the beam in slow motion on 


the computer afterwards. 
 







Invitations and flyers for the symposium were 


posted to MAE social media sites, as well as 


around the various MAE buildings on campus. 


All interested undergraduates received a 


PowerPoint poster template where they would 


describe their research topic by giving the 


background, problem statement, and current 


and future work of the project. Once all the 


posters were completed and returned, the 


officers printed and laminated the posters for 


the students. 


 


The Symposium was held on campus, in the New 


Engineering Building (NEB) rotunda on April 


13th, 2017. A panel of four judges consisting of 


two UF MAE professors, a retired Major General, and a Ph.D researcher at Eglin Air Force Base. 


These judges listened to each presenter and reviewed their work on provided judge scoring sheets. 


After a brief deliberation, three winners were selected and awarded with an invitation to the MAE 


Awards Banquet, as well as cash prizes directly from the department: $250 for first place, $150 


for second place, and $100 for third place. The event was praised by all faculty, EAB members, 


and students in attendance. Next year, promotion for this event should be the top priority to raise 


participation even higher. 


 


Social Events: The Florida Sigma Omicron chapter maintains a robust calendar of social 


activities intended to provide a stress-free atmosphere in which members, officers, and initiates 


network and interact with one another. Socials often are held in conjunction with other student 


organizations in the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering department, to foster lasting 


relations with those groups and promote the Pi Tau Sigma name. Our socials are always well 


attended by both initiates and current members. 


 


This fall, Florida Sigma Omicron hosted a social at Mochi, a local frozen yogurt establishment, 


which 22 students attended. As well, at least once each term we attend trivia night at Gators 


Dockside, where we eat, socialize, and test our knowledge of non-engineering topics. In the fall, 


we had 25 attendees and in spring there were 13. 


 


During the fall, our president hosted an away game tailgate for the UF—LSU football game, 


which 12 students attended. Throughout the year there are various impromptu potlucks centered 


around holidays, sporting events, and the like. In the spring, 20 Florida Sigma Omicron 


members, officers, and initiates came out to a social on our Reitz North Lawn to eat Publix subs 


(a local favorite) and play sports. In conjunction with ASME this spring, 2 of our members 


played laser tag at a local course. When the weather warmed up, 7 members spent a day at Lake 


Wauberg, a recreational area owned by the university that is free to students. We swam, played 


sports, slack-lined, and ate together afterwards.  


 


Figure 4. A birds-eye view of the judges 


listening to the presenters at the Undergraduate 


Research Symposium 







Later in the spring, 12 of us went to TGI Fridays for their Endless Apps special and reminisced 


about the memories and successes of the past year. Our final social of each semester is a PTS 


kickball game a few days prior to initiation, in which the officers are pitted against the initiates. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


Service Events 


Art in Engineering: Every year, the University of Florida hosts an annual Art in Engineering 


event, where the goal is to showcase projects that students work on that involves any variation of 


engineering practices, but that can also be interpreted as a piece of art. This year, our chapter of 


Pi Tau Sigma assisted the Gainesville Area Chamber of Commerce in hosting a group of local 


companies who were there to display their products and discuss the applications of them. The 


companies in attendance were: Duke Energy, Theme Works, Fracture and Goodwin Heartpine. 


The 10 members and initiates of Pi Tau Sigma who attended the event worked with the 


companies and the chamber of commerce to inform people about the products the companies 


displayed, along with facilitating a raffle. This event gave our members the opportunity to 


network with these companies, learn about their products and about the implementations of 


engineering. It also allowed PTS to give back to the Gainesville community by assisting the 


chamber of commerce in the hosting of these companies. 


Fall GatorTRAX: On Saturday, October 22, 2016, Pi 


Tau Sigma cohosted a GatorTRAX session with Tau 


Beta Pi.  GatorTRAX sessions involve engineering 


students hosting both lessons and hands-on activities to 


teach elementary-aged children basic concepts of 


different fields of engineering.  This session provided an 


overview of Mechanical Engineering, with brief 


descriptions of basic physics and dynamics.  The lecture 


portion involved both a PowerPoint detailing basic 


principles of Mechanical Engineering as well as a hand-


out for the children to complete.  After the lesson, the 


children were divided into groups in which they had to 


design a “rollercoaster” made from foam piping and 


marbles.  They competed against the other groups 


with their scores being based on both the height of 


Figure 5. The members and initiates at the 


TGI Friday’s social 
Figure 6.  Slacklining during the Lake 


Wauberg Social 


Figure 7: Measuring the heights of foam 


insulation roller coasters during the Fall 


GatorTRAX. 







the rollercoaster as well as the number of loops involved in it.  They also had to ensure that the 


marble did not lose contact with the rollercoaster track.  The officers of Pi Tau Sigma lead the 


lecture and described/scored the hands-on competition.  The members of Pi Tau Sigma assisted 


the children both during the lecture and in their building of the rollercoaster, when needed. 


 Spring GatorTRAX: On Saturday, February 18, 


2017, Pi Tau Sigma cohosted another GatorTRAX 


session with Tau Beta Pi.  This session delved into 


the topic of stability and the basic ideas of physics 


that relate to it.  After the short lecture on 


Mechanical Engineering and stability, the children 


were divided into groups to compete to see who 


could build the tallest tower made from dry pasta 


that could support a marshmallow.  Each team was 


allotted twenty sticks of pasta, a foot of tape, and a 


foot of string.  The scores were based on the final 


height of the marshmallow from the table after it 


was placed on the tower without the tower 


collapsing.  The officers of Pi Tau Sigma were in 


charge of both leading the lecture portion as well as 


describing and overseeing the hands-on competition.  The other members assisted in keeping the 


students focused during the lecture and on-task during the competition.  The Pi Tau Sigma 


members were also in charge of tasks such as cutting the string and tape, as well as placing the 


marshmallow on the tower, to ensure safety. 


Mechanical Engineering Student Rooms Cleanup: On Thursday, March 30, 2017, Pi Tau Sigma 


held an event to clean two of the rooms in the Nuclear Science Building, the MAE Student 


Lounge and the MAE Student Society Conference Room. Many of the members of Pi Tau 


Sigma, along with other Mechanical Engineering students, use the MAE Student Lounge for 


studying and the officers of Pi Tau Sigma often use the MAE Conference Room to hold 


meetings.  To improve organization and cleanliness of the rooms, a group of Pi Tau Sigma 


members met up to sanitize the rooms and remove any trash or otherwise unused items from the 


rooms.  Throughout the clean-up, the members moved the furniture to scrub down all of the 


walls, tables, and windows using cleaning products and then also vacuum the floors.  Any trash 


or junk that had been left in the rooms was then disposed of to allow the rooms to have more 


space, and therefore be more usable for studying and meetings. 


Engineering Fair: Every year, the Benton Engineering Council hosts the Engineering Fair which 


is an event designed for introducing elementary, middle, and high school students to STEM 


related fields by having different University of Florida engineering student groups present 


several types of projects, and the Florida Sigma Omicron chapter of PTS participated by bringing 


a pneumatically driven golfing robot. This robot was designed and manufactured by a former 


Ph.D student who worked for our faculty advisor. It gave the members of Pi Tau Sigma the 


opportunity to practice their public speaking skills while discussing the principles applied in the 


design, and it also drew a lot of interest from the visiting students, since they were actually able 


to control the valve that actuated the robot that struck a golf ball on a string. The hands-on, high 


velocity demonstration generated a lot of interest during the event.  


Figure 8: Lecturing on the importance of 


stability during the Spring GatorTRAX.  







 


 


 


 


Lab tours: To promote research and graduate school 


we also host lab tours twice a semester to expose our 


initiates and members to research opportunities. In the 


fall we toured Dr. Peter Ifju’s Micro Air Vehicle Lab 


and Dr. Hitomi Greenslet's Nontraditional 


Manufacturing Lab. In Dr. Ifju's lab students learned 


about airplanes and the challenges of making 


airplanes smaller and smaller as well as what 


materials are used in manufacturing small airplanes. 


In Dr. Greenslet’s lab students learned about how to 


polish to extremely fine nano-surface finishes, what 


industries are looking for better polishing methods, 


and what goes into maintaining a clean environment 


for nano-surface finishes. 


 


In the spring we toured Dr. Greenslet's lab again as well as Dr. Ghatu Subhash’s Center for 


Dynamic Response of Advanced Ceramics. In Dr. Subhash's lab students learned about how 


ceramics behave differently than other materials and that under extremely high strain rates the 


mechanical properties are different. Students also got to see a Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar Test 


performed.  


  


Through lab tours students interacted directly with graduate students and research professors. A 


couple of members have joined Dr. Greenslet's lab since touring so the initiative is successful in 


recruiting researchers and teaching students about research topics at UF. 


 


Figure 9: Demonstrating the mechanics of a golf swing and how it relates to the 


pneumatic golfing robot during this year’s Engineering Fair 


Figure 10: Dr. Ifju discussing the 


manufacturing process of MAV’s during a 


lab tour.   







Manufacturing Day: This year, the Florida Sigma Omicron Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma became an 


Associate Member of the of the Chamber’s Advanced Manufacturing Council, which includes 


STEM companies from the Gainesville area. We 


are currently the only student group that is a 


member of this organization. Becoming a member 


of the council opens the door for PTS to schedule 


company tours and other networking opportunities 


with companies in the area, providing our members 


with exposure to industrial settings.  


One opportunity the council provided us with, was 


to be involved in a group of company tours being 


held in conjunction with local high schools on 


Manufacturing Day. Four high schools from the 


area each toured two different companies, and Pi 


Tau Sigma had a total of eight members, two per 


high school, attend the tours. We acted as a point of 


reference to the high school students for information on colleges, and we also were able to tour 


incredibly interesting companies in the area. Going forward, this is an event that PTS hopes to 


partake in annually. This event served as floating requirement credit for our initiates, and could 


count for either a Lab Tour/Company Tour credit, or for a Service Event Credit.  


Company Tours: As of this year, our chapter decided to begin offering company tours for our 


members, exposing them to industrial environments. In years past, we have only offered tours of 


our department’s research labs, which we felt only catered to the students interested in pursuing 


graduate school, or REU’s. Our goal was to also provide events that engaged students pursuing 


internships or full-time jobs as well, so by offering both company tours and lab tours, we could 


cover both of the main future paths for a mechanical engineering student. This year, we 


scheduled tours with both Fracture, a company that laser prints custom photos on panes of glass, 


and Exactech, one of the world’s largest medical implant manufacturers. We had 11 members 


tour Exactech, and 6 tour Fracture. These tours began in the spring semester, and counted as a 


Lab Tour/Company Tour credit for the initiates.  


  Figure 12: A group of PTS students touring 


Exactech 
Figure 13: A group of PTS members touring 


Fracture 


Figure 11: A screenshot of the CAMC’s 


webpage, where PTS is shown to be an 


Associate Member 







Polo Sales: The main source of fundraising for our chapter each semester is an official 


University of Florida Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Polo Sale. Rather than being 


directly funded by our department, the department 


purchases the polos that Pi Tau Sigma designs, then 


Pi Tau Sigma advertises and holds the sale on 


campus to where we keep 100% of the proceeds. 


We held two sales this year, one in the fall and one 


in the spring, and each of the sales generated 


record-breaking numbers. In the fall, we sold 49 


polos, and in the spring, 51. This money is used for 


social events funded by Pi Tau Sigma, initiation 


costs, and supplies for service events such as 


GatorTRAX. We make this event mandatory for all 


our initiates, where they are required to work at 


least one, one-hour shift at the sales table. 


 


MAE Department Activities: Since our chapter is also one of the official UF Mechanical and 


Aerospace Engineering student societies, we are all heavily involved in our department. Our 


officers regularly attend meetings with our Department Chair to discuss the status of the society, 


and how we can be better representatives of our student body. We have also attended various 


external advisory board and review meetings where department heads from other universities, or 


executives of companies come to advise the progress of our department. We attend as student 


leaders who represent the general student body, providing feedback to these members of how the 


students feel about their classes, and resources provided by the department. Each year, our 


department hosts a Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Banquet that honors alumni, 


professors, faculty and students for their tremendous efforts and achievements over the course of 


the academic year. At this past banquet, our President was awarded the MAE Student Leadership 


Award, our Social Chair was awarded the Gator Engineering Dean Earle Award, which honors 


the outstanding student leader in the Herbert Wertheim College of Engineering, and our Vice 


President was selected to be a part of the University Scholars program which supports 


undergraduate research.  


 


Figure 14: The sales table at the Fall Polo 


Sale  


Figure 15: Some of the Florida Sigma Omicron members photographed with the MAE Department Chair 


after being honored at the annual MAE Awards Banquet. 







BEC Involvement: The University of Florida Sigma Omicron chapter of Pi Tau Sigma 


represented itself well during Benton Engineering Council (BEC) meetings, BEC-sponsored 


engineering outreach activities, community service, and social events. Members voted on matters 


regarding funding for the Herbert Wertheim College of Engineering (HWCOE), outreach 


opportunities, community service, and BEC council policies. Pi Tau Sigma members placed 


emphasis on expanding student opportunities for engaging with other engineering disciplines and 


gaining practical experience in real engineering scenarios for the purposes of professional 


growth, while not sacrificing academic performance or diminishing the capacity for students’ 


personal growth. Pi Tau Sigma was represented during several prominent BEC events including 


the HWCOE Engineering Fair, Engineering Week, and Dance Marathon.  


The Florida Sigma Omicron chapter upheld moral and professional character by responsibly 


inquiring the reasons behind funding changes for the HWCOE, voting ethically on issues that 


affected students in engineering, and maintaining moral and professional character during BEC-


sponsored social activities. The Florida Sigma Omicron chapter served Mechanical Engineering 


by first considering the impact university or college changes would have on the Department of 


Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, and served the engineering community by advocating 


for special consideration for engineering students during discussions of increases to university 


curriculum and course load requirements. The Florida Sigma Omicron chapter represented 


Mechanical Engineering students during council discussions regarding increased cross-


disciplinary interaction, new facilities, and expanded engineering curriculum. 


National Convention: The 2017 Pi Tau Sigma National 


Convention was hosted by Drexel University’s Pi Tau Sigma 


chapter in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The Florida Sigma 


Omicron chapter sent 7 officers to the convention. All of the 


attending members took advantage of everything the Drexel 


chapter of Pi Tau Sigma organized for everyone. Throughout 


the weekend, along with attending all of the planned events, 


the attending members made sure to network and get to know 


fellow Pi Tau Sigma members from other universities, as well 


as explore and sight-see around beautiful Philadelphia.  


 


Conclusion 


It has been an amazing year of memories and growth for the Florida Sigma Omicron chapter of 


Pi Tau Sigma. PTS has been involved in many activities across campus this year, and it will 


continue to do the same going forward, in an attempt to help as many students as possible, both 


professionally, and socially. 


 


Figure 16: The Florida Sigma Omicron officer 


board at the National Convention at Drexel 


University. 
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A. Initiations 


 


Initiates are chosen from the representation of the top 35% of students in the mechanical 


engineering department who are at least in their third year or have the equivalent 90 credits.  For 


students who classify as juniors, their status is determined for the top 25% of students who have 


completed 4 semesters (2 years) of course work.  For seniors, their status is determined from 


finding the top 33% of students who have completed 6 semesters (3 years) of course work.  


These eligible candidates are contacted by the current president, are informed of their selection, 


and are invited to an introductory meeting.  Our chapter receives the list of candidates during the 


first month of the semester from the administration of the UF College of Engineering. 


 


Candidates who attend the introductory meeting are briefed by the President, Vice President, and 


other officers with a presentation on Pi Tau Sigma.  This presentation includes examples of how 


the members interact with each other, the department, and with the engineering community as a 


whole.  Officers introduce themselves and describe their roles in the chapter.  All candidates who 


attend this introductory meeting, who attend events, or who send an email of interest are 


recorded and are added to an initiate list serve.  Their attendance at events is recorded throughout 


the semester. 


 


Initiates are required to go to six events over the course of the semester, but are encouraged to 


attend more and socialize with the other members and initiates.  They must attend: one Pi Tau 


Sigma sponsored lab tour, company information session, or related activity; one service project; 


one fundraising event; one chapter social; the end of the semester Kick-Ball game; and the 


initiation ceremony.  Initiation is mandatory and is usually held a week before final exams.  If an 


initiate cannot attend a certain event and would like to substitute another, e.g., an initiate cannot 


attend the last service event of the semester and instead wants to attend two lab tours; they must 


obtain permission from the president, vice president, or the membership chair.  A one-time dues 


payment is required before the initiation ceremony.  If any of the requirements are not met or if 


the initiate cannot attend the initiation ceremony, they must wait until next semester to be 


initiated, assuming they are still eligible.  When an initiate pays their dues, they receive a Pi Tau 


Sigma bent.  Initiates are encouraged to polish their bents.  At initiation, the initiate who has the 


best looking bent, as voted by the officers, receives a prize.   


 


The initiation ceremony follows tradition.  Initiates are brought into a conference room with the 


current officers at the front of the room.  A table decorated with the Pi Tau Sigma coat of arms 


and other memorabilia is in the middle of the room.  The president and vice president follow the 


Pi Tau Sigma initiation handbook and describe the coat of arms and the values of Pi Tau Sigma.  


Once the initiates pledge to uphold the ASME code of ethics, they are congratulated and 







welcomed as members.  To signify this, they are taught the chapter’s secret handshake and each 


initiate shakes hands with the officers.   


 


At the end of the spring semester’s initiation, officer elections are held.  All members, including 


those who were just initiated, can run for a position.  


 


Our chapter held two initiations this year.  The fall initiation was held on Thursday, December 


5
th


 and saw thirteen new members added to the Florida Sigma Omicron chapter.  The spring 


initiation was held on Thursday, April 24
th


 and saw nine new members as well.  The fall 


initiation saw an increase of 33% in number of initiates and the spring initiation saw an increase 


of 50% in comparison to the previous year.  Of these new members, ten of them ran and were 


elected to be officers for the next academic year.  The leaving officers welcomed and 


congratulated the new officers. 


 


 
 


 







B. Chapter Activities 


 


The Sigma Omicron chapter is part of many activities and events that promote involvement in 


the mechanical engineering department and that introduce students to excellent opportunities for 


their future. The chapter allows for the members and initiates to work with high-achieving 


students from the other engineering societies network with professors to gain research 


opportunities as well as members from industry to gain internships and full-time jobs. 


Additionally, our chapter gave back to the department and the UF community by providing 


department wide events and hours of community service work.   


 


Community Service  


 


Community service events are often in collaboration with the other engineering societies. One 


such collaboration is GatorTRAX, a program that introduces many engineering related skills and 


ideas to elementary, middle and high school students.  The Sigma Omicron chapter works 


together with the Florida chapter of Tau Beta Pi in teaching these young minds new concepts.  


Officers and members explain to the students, through physical examples, basic concepts of 


physics, such as velocity and acceleration. This past year, our chapter increased our roll with the 


program by acting as host for the mechanical engineering weekend of GatorTRAX. In previous 


years, Pi Tau Sigma only provided members to help support the projects. This year, the officers 


were responsible for planning the schedule of events, purchasing all the required supplied, and 


then organizing the volunteer groups, and overseeing the build projects. The project selected for 


this year was for the kids to make several different types of air cannons and study the formation 


and effects of air vortices.  There were approximately ten Pi Tau Sigma officers and initiates 


working the event as well as the Tau Beta Pi volunteers. Over 50 kids participated in the event.   


 


The annual E-Fair is a well-recognized event at the University of Florida.  At the E-Fair, 


engineering groups from all departments come out and demonstrate the fundamental ideas of 


their core learning to elementary and middle school students, as well as faculty, visiting alumni 


and fellow students.  Pi Tau Sigma presented the air cannon and air vortices activities at this 


event, much to the delight of the students.  Hundreds of students came through during the two 


day event to play with the cars and of course, enjoy the candy.  


 


Additionally, Pi Tau Sigma organized a trail cleanup day at the Hawthorne Trail in Gainesville, 


FL.  The Hawthorne Trail is a 16 mile stretch of paved trail that passes through many nature 


reserves and is a popular recreational spot for the community.  Unfortunately, the trail is not 


always well maintained and garbage and dangerous refuse can accumulate on the path.  Members 


volunteered for a day and walked the trail and surrounding nature parks while picking up any 


man-made garbage and refuse.  The park managers were very glad for our assistance, and the 


members had a great day out in the sun. 


 







Departmental Service 


 


The MAE Undergraduate Research Symposium is an annual poster presentation event in which 


undergraduate students can share their research with faculty, students and notable members of 


the External Advisory Board. This event is coordinated with the UF Mechanical and Aerospace 


Department annual Awards Banquet.  This year, there was a big push from the department chair 


to expand and develop the Symposium.  The chapter responded to the call, and increased the 


presenter participation by over 4 times the previous number, totaling 25 presenters compared to 


the previous year’s 6. Invitations for the symposium were sent out through the department 


undergraduate listserve, flyers were posted in every engineering building, and announcements 


were made in class.  All interested undergraduates received a PowerPoint poster template where 


they would describe their research topic by giving the background, problem statement, and 


current and future work of the project. Once all of the posters were completed and returned, the 


officers printed out and laminated the posters for the students.  The Symposium was held in the 


rotunda of the main engineering building on campus, expanding visibility of the event to the 


entire College of Engineering.  A panel of 6 judges was created from the External Advisory 


Board and these members spoke to each presenter and reviewed their work.  After much 


deliberation, three winners were selected and were awarded not only an invitation to the MAE 


Awards Banquet, but were also awarded cash prizes.  The cash prizes were $250 for first place, 


$150 for second place, and $100 for third.  The event was considered a great success and was 


highly regarded by not only the faculty and Board members, but also among the students who 


attended.  These students expressed much anticipation for next year’s Symposium, giving them 


renewed inspiration to conduct their research. 


 


 
 


 







Several of our chapter’s officers attended the annual Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 


Department Banquet at the University of Florida.  These officers represented our chapter and 


presented the Outstanding Alumni Award to distinguished guests.  Several of the Pi Tau Sigma 


members were also honored during the event, with our President receiving the MAE Outstanding 


Leadership Award in Mechanical Engineering for her work with Pi Tau Sigma and the 


department.  


 


Social Events   


 


This year, the Sigma Omicron chapter brought together the other MAE engineering societies of 


AIAA, ASME, and SAE, along with the faculty of MAE, by hosting the second annual MAE 


kickball tournament. A little friendly competition along with plenty of food and drinks is always 


a fun time for all of the members to get to know each other. The tournament was played on the 


intermural softball fields on campus and consists of three rounds of playoff style single 


elimination. Around 60 members for all of the clubs participated in the event.  This year, we 


were happy to include a faculty team at the event.  The winner of the society tournament was 


then pitted against the faculty team, for a final round of games.  This year, AIAA took home the 


win and were awarded with the brand new MAE Department Kickball Champions Cup. 


 


   
 







In addition, our chapter holds many social events for the members.  Our social events range from 


frozen yogurt at the local Mochi frozen yogurt to spending a day on Lake Wauberg.  This year, 


we also collaborated with the Small Satellite Design Club to host a social in celebration of Yuri’s 


Night for some space themed fun.  These events are always well attended by members, officers 


and initiates.  This academic year in particular, our socials were lauded as being very fun and 


enjoyable.  Initiates attending these socials are given the chance to personally find out who their 


officers are and have a great time.  The end of the semester Kick-Ball game is another great 


social event for the initiates to get an opportunity to beat the officers who they have worked with 


all semester. 


 


This chapter also arranged a Pi Tau Sigma graduation photo shoot for the graduating class of 


2014 which was well attended and a great time to recognize the hard work of the graduating 


class. 


 


 


 


 
 







Fundraisers 


 


Our largest fundraiser is through the department polo sale. The department donates the funds for 


the Sigma Omicron chapter to purchases the polos through a local design company. Thus, all of 


the profits raises in the sales are used to fund all of the events through out the semesters. These 


polo consist of the UF Gator Engineering logo and have the words Mechanical and Aerospace 


department under the logo. Students purchase theses polos to wear to info sessions and during 


internships. Recently, we have expanded our selection to both boys and girls polos in both white 


and blue colorations.  


 


 
 


 


 







Private Company Information Sessions 


 


This year we were fortunate in forming a relationship with General Electric (GE) Appliances and 


were able to hold two private information sessions with their recruiters for our members.  These 


info sessions were unique from others that are offered on campus in that they were very 


informal, and held in an intimate conference room.  Three recruiters from GE sat down with 


about a dozen PTS member and had informal discussions about their company, the recruitment 


process, career advice, and Gator football.  The format of this info session was possible due to 


the small size of our society and was well received by the participants. 


 


National Convention 


 


This spring, the Sigma Omicron chapter sent five members to national convention, all of which 


would be at UF for the following academic year.  This decision was made due to the majority of 


officers graduating and leaving this year.  The new cycle of officers were sent preemptively so 


that the next generation of officers could benefit from the national convention experience and 


implement what they learned there.  All of the attending members enjoyed the experience and 


brought back ideas which will help with grow the chapter at UF.  The members participated in all 


of the event and attending the career showcase event. 


 


Member Communication and Meetings 


 


Members of the Sigma Omicron chapter receive email updates of events happening in the local 


mechanical engineering department.  Graduate students and professors contact our advisor and 


ask for any Pi Tau Sigma members who are interested in working in research workshops or labs.  


Members are invited to seminars and department lectures being held by professors and those 


working in the mechanical engineering field.  Our officers arrange tours of engineering 


professors’ laboratories that are open to all members and initiates.  These laboratory tours are a 


great way for members to meet professors and have a chance to talk to them about research 


opportunities. 
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A. Initiations 


Selection Process  


Florida Sigma Omicron chapter of Pi Tau Sigma takes great pride in our initiates each semester 
and thus go through great lengths to ensure we are initiating the best possible initiates. Our 
selection process begins before the semester even starts as the Secretary gathers a list of eligible 
names from our department. Our standards have always been the set standards listed by the national 
PTS organization; any undergraduate student who’s class rank is in the upper 25th percentile and 
who’s GPA is at least above 3.25/4.00. Now at The University of Florida to be in the upper 25th 
percentile that usually corresponds to a GPA around 3.79/4.00. 


Once the eligible students have been selected, they are all sent a congratulatory email from 
Florida Sigma Omicron chapter inviting them to attend an info session. These info sessions are 
mandatory unless a student contacts us, then we are able to provide he or she will the necessary 
information. For the students who attend the info sessions we give them a brief presentation on the 
history, ideals, values, and benefits of PTS. After our couple info sessions these students can then 
enter the next step to their initiation process. The next main task for the students is to complete all 
their initiation requirements. These events include; attend 1 social event, 1 service event, 1 lab or 
company tour, our annual polo sale, and our annual kickball game. All of these events are detailed 
much more below. 


The last main event for the initiates is the bi-annual kickball game. This event is mandatory 
for initiates as we usually do teams of initiates vs. officers. Initiates are usually very enthusiastic 
about this event as it allows them a fun, relaxing day away from studying. Usually, the event is 
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toward the end of classes so most people are ready for a break. Once the initiates have attended all 
the requirements and paid their dues, they are ready to be initiated. 


Initiation 


At the University of Florida we have “reading days” toward the end of each semester. These 
are a couple days in the last week of classes where there are no physical classes. This allows 
students extra time to study for exams. We always hold our initiation during those days. At 
initiation, members, officers, and initiations are expected to dress business professional. The 
initiates are sat down and given a presentation on some of the important aspects of Pi Tau Sigma. 
These aspects include; criteria for their membership, ASME Code of Ethics, PTS ideals, and the 
details about the keys and emblems of PTS. Once the presentation concludes each new initiate is 
congratulated by each officer with the official PTS handshake. Food is provided to all attending 
initiation and then the officers for the next semester are elected. 


On average Florida Sigma Omicron chapter averages about 9 initiates each semester. For the 
Fall 2019 semester we had 10, and for Spring 2019 we had 5. About 25% of the new initiates chose 
to run for officer positions. Florida Sigma Omicron values initiates running for officer positions 
as this gives new insight into the officer board along with keeping those initiates involved in the 
organization.  


The initiates classes for Fall 2019 and the Spring 2020 virtual initiation can be found in Image 
1 and Image 2. 


 


  
Image 1. Initiate class (seated at table) for Fall 2019. 
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Image 2. Initiate class for Spring 2020. 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


Service Events 


Each semester we have 2-3 service events to help keep Florida Sigma Omicron an active 
member of the community. This semester we worked with the Alachua County Humane Society 
and another University of Florida student group, Tau Beta Pi. In conjunction with Tau Beta Pi, 
Florida Sigma Omicron organized an event called GatorTrax. This was an event held in the Fall 
2019 semester that was a design competition geared towards elementary and middle school aged 
students to get younger kids interested in the STEM field. Two of our officers, Derrick Benson 
and Mitchell Parker, gave a brief presentation at the beginning of the event about the concepts of 
potential and kinetic energy while also sparking creative conversations with the kids to get them 
to think about all the things that engineers can do. Then using the principles they learned from the 
presentation, the kids were broken up into groups to make rollercoasters out of pipe insulation and 
marbles. Each group had a Florida Sigma Omicron advisor to help them along. This was a great 
event that helped inspire a younger generation to pursue an interest in STEM. Image 3 shows all 
the smiling faces from the GatorTrax event. The second service event was held at the humane 
society and allowed volunteers the opportunity to work with humane society staff to care for the 
animals in the shelter. Our chapter has worked with the humane society in the past, and it has 
always been a great service event for us. The humane society is always looking for volunteers, and 
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working with animals is usually a highlight of the initiation process. Overall, the service events 
from this semester were a great way for members to connect and donate their time in a meaningful 
way. 


 
Image 3. Participants and officers who attended the GatorTrax event. 


Socials 
   Each semester is filled with 5-6 socials for the initiates and active members to attend and meet 
one another.  After the first info session, we had our first social opportunity at Yogurtology. 
Initiates and officers enjoyed self-serve frozen yogurt while getting to know one another for the 
first time. The next social was held at the Reitz Union Bowling Alley and Game Room. Attendees 
had fun in a round of bowling and playing several rounds of billiards. The 3rd social was held at 
Sweetberries. Initiates enjoyed a cup of frozen custard of their choosing. We got to know one 
another and discussed our plans for Spring Break. Some plans included staying in Gainesville, 
writing a Mechanics of Materials lab report, while others traveled to Europe. The 4th social was 
held at Plaza of the Americas as members met up for some all-you-can-eat Krishna Lunch. Initiates 
ate while discussing their upcoming projects and exams. What a great way to take a break from 
studying! The last social was a Sigma Omicron tradition of all-you-can-eat wings at Gator’s 
Dockside (as seen in Image 4). Everyone had a great time trying out the new flavors and 
challenging each other to eat spicy wings.  
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Image 4. Members enjoy all-you-can-eat wings night at Gator’s Dockside. 


Intro To Engineering 


During the semester, one of Florida Sigma Omicron’s responsibilities to the Department of 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at the University of Florida is to assist in teaching the 
Introduction to Engineering class. It is a freshman level class in which students who may be unsure 
of which engineering major they want to pursue are taken to the different departments. Each week 
they are given a tour of the facilities, and told about the different aspects of each department and 
major including research opportunities, student involvement, and coursework. For the Mechanical 
and Aerospace section, we work with a member of the department faculty to inform the students 
on what our department has to offer. The faculty member will go over things such as department 
enrollment statistics, research opportunities and coursework that students in the department can 
expect to encounter. We, the Pi Tau Sigma officers, then go over student involvement, including 
the professional societies, student design teams, and, of course, Pi Tau Sigma. Following the 
presentation portion of the class, we lead the students across campus to the Rapid Prototyping lab, 
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which houses some of the 3-D printers available to Mechanical and Aerospace students. Following 
this, we lead them to a nearby facility known as the Design and Manufacturing Lab. Here, there 
are mills, lathes, CNC machines, and other manufacturing equipment that is used to teach the 
Design and Manufacturing Laboratory class. Throughout the time the students are with us, we also 
are able to go over other aspects of student life in the MAE department as well as answer any 
questions the students may have. We believe that teaching this class is an excellent way for us to 
share our passion for mechanical engineering and help share what we know about the profession 
that we hope to one day be a part of. 


Research Symposium 


Each spring semester, Florida Sigma Omicron organizes a research symposium for mechanical 
and aerospace students to showcase their research projects. Last year was the first time that we 
worked with the Graduate Student Council of the MAE department so we were able to have both 
undergraduate and graduate students present their research. This event is held every spring around 
the beginning, so unfortunately due to COVID-19, we weren’t able to have this symposium this 
year. However, in the future we will have a framework to be prepared to hold this symposium in 
a virtual format. 


Polo Sale 


Once a semester, we hold a polo sale to offer our fellow mechanical engineers a special 
mechanical department polo to wear for any business casual occasion. Initiates are required to 
spend at least an hour helping out this sale. Last year, we were able to secure a spot right in front 
of our student union at the University of Florida. We sold polos at this location again this year and 
for the third year in a row we had a new record in terms of polos sold. This shows that Florida 
Sigma Omicron is helping expand the mechanical and aerospace engineering brand across the 
University of Florida campus.  


Lab/Company Tours 


The Florida Sigma Omicron chapter tries to tour multiple companies or labs each semester. In 
fact, it is a requirement that the initiates each semester attend either one lab tour or company tour. 
In the Spring 2020 semester we planned to tour a Gainesville based, UF alumni, startup. This 
company is called Myolyn and they have always welcomed Florida Sigma Omicron and been 
happy to give our initiates tours of their facility. Myolyn builds a stationary bike - similar to the 
ones in a gym -- however, their bike is much different than others. Their bike uses strategically 
placed electrodes and perfectly timed electric pulses to help paralyzed people actually pedal the 
bike. Florida Sigma Omicron values company tours in the Gainesville areas as we hope to build 
bonds between our members and current engineering companies in Gainesville. This is one of the 
opportunities we love to offer out initiates and members; however, the tour this year had to be 
cancelled due to COVID-19.   


Initiates have the choice to satisfy their tour requirement by attending either a lab tour or a 
company tour. We usually plan 2-3 lab tours each semester and 1-2 company tours. This past year 
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(Fall 2019) we toured our faculty advisors lab. Dr. Hitomi Greenslet and her students working in 
the Non-Traditional Manufacturing Lab are working on new, innovative ways to polish a wide 
range of materials. Most of their lab work focuses on the final step in the manufacturing process, 
surface finish and/or polishing. On this tour we saw Dr. Greenslet’s students using robots and other 
machines to polish complex surfaces and even the inside of biopsy needles. We also saw the ways 
they polish glass and lenses used in optics and lasers. Overall, the lab tour was very successful and 
even one of our initiates started researching with Dr. Greenslet. 


Kickball Game 


Initiates are required to participate in a kickball game between the current Pi Tau Sigma officer 
board and the initiates towards the end of the semester. Typically, attendance of this kickball game 
is mandatory for the initiates and acts as their final requirement before they can be initiated. 
However, if an initiate has another responsibility in place that keeps them from being able to attend 
the kickball game, the officers give them an option to give a brief presentation to the officer board 
about something they are passionate about to make up for this requirement. For example, one of 
the initiates who wasn’t able to attend the kickball game gave a 10-minute presentation about her 
research that she participates in through the University of Florida.  


In Fall 2019, everybody who was able to attend the kickball game had a great time. Since it 
was towards the end of the semester, it was a great study break for both the initiates and the officers 
and was a fun way to take our minds off of school for a couple hours. We also brought a frisbee 
and a football to throw around for people who preferred that over kickball. The officers also 
provided pizza to the initiates after the game was over, and we all had a fun time getting to know 
each other even better. Overall, the kickball game was a success and both the officers and initiates 
were happy that we included this as a requirement for initiation. Again, since this kickball game 
is always held at the end of each semester, we weren’t able to have it due to COVID-19. Since 
social distancing began to be encouraged in early March, most initiates hadn’t fulfilled several of 
the initiation requirements. To make up for this, we used the method discussed above in that 
initiates were asked to give virtual presentations about something they were passionate about to 
the Florida Sigma Omicron officers via Zoom. This still allowed us to get to know each other 
better and was a reasonable accommodation to these unprecedented times. 
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2014-2015 


 


University of Florida  


 


Florida Sigma Omicron 


 


A. Initiations 


 


Initiates are chosen from the top 35% of students in the mechanical engineering department who 


are in their third year or have the equivalent 90 credits.  For students who classify as juniors, 


their status is determined for the top 25% of students who have completed four semesters (two 


years) of course work. For seniors, their status is determined from finding the top 33% of 


students who have completed six semesters (three years) of course work. These eligible 


candidates are contacted by the current president and are informed of their selection and invited 


to an introductory meeting.  Our chapter receives the list of candidates during the first month of 


the semester from the administration of the UF College of Engineering. 


 


Candidates who attend the introductory meeting are briefed by the President, Vice President, 


Secretary, Treasurer, and other officers with a presentation on Pi Tau Sigma. This presentation 


outlines our chapter’s requirements for membership and includes examples of how the members 


interact with each other, and with the engineering community as a whole.  Officers introduce 


themselves and describe their roles in the chapter.  All candidates who attend this introductory 


meeting, who attend events, or who send an email of interest are recorded and are added to an 


initiate list serve. Their attendance is recorded throughout the semester at all events held. 


 


Initiates are required to go to six events over the course of the semester, but are encouraged to 


attend more and socialize with the other members and initiates.  They must attend: one Pi Tau 


Sigma sponsored lab tour, company information session, or related activity; one service project; 


one fundraising event; one chapter social; the end of the semester Kick-Ball game, and the 


initiation ceremony.  Initiation is mandatory and is usually held one week before final exams.  If 


an initiate cannot attend a certain event and would like to substitute another, e.g., an initiate 


cannot attend the last service event of the semester and instead wants to attend two lab tours; 


they must obtain permission from the president, vice president, or the membership chair.  A one-


time dues payment is required before the initiation ceremony.  If any of the requirements are not 


met or if the initiate cannot attend the initiation ceremony, they must wait until next semester to 


be initiated, assuming they are still eligible.  When an initiate pays their dues, they receive a Pi 


Tau Sigma bent.  Initiates are encouraged to polish their bents.  At initiation, the initiate who has 


the best looking bent, as voted by the officers, receives a prize.   


 


The initiation ceremony follows tradition.  Initiates are brought into a conference room with the 


current officers at the front of the room.  A table decorated with Pi Tau Sigma coat of arms and 


other memorabilia is in the middle of the room.  The president and vice president follow the Pi 


Tau Sigma initiation handbook and describe the coat of arms and the values of Pi Tau Sigma.  


Once the initiates pledge to uphold the ASME code of ethics, they are congratulated and 


  







welcomed as members.  To signify this, they are taught the chapter’s secret handshake and each 


initiate shakes hands with the officers.   


 


At the end of the spring semester’s initiation, officer elections are held.  All members, including 


those who were just initiated, can run for a position.  Only current officers can run for the 


president and vice president offices.  


 


Our chapter held two initiations this year.  The fall initiation was held on Thursday, December 


11
th


 and saw seven new members added to the Sigma Omicron chapter.  The spring initiation 


was held on Thursday, April 23
rd


 and saw twelve new members initiated.  The spring initiation 


saw an increase of 33% in comparison to the previous year. Of these new members, six of them 


ran and were elected to be officers for the next academic year.  The leaving officers welcomed 


and congratulated the new officers. 


 


 
 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


 


The Sigma Omicron chapter is part of many activities and events that promote involvement in 


the mechanical engineering department and that introduce students to excellent opportunities for 


their future.  The chapter allows for the members and initiates to work with high-achieving 


students from the other engineering societies, network with professors to gain research 


opportunities, as well as members from industry to gain internships and full-time jobs. 


Additionally, our chapter gave back to the department, UF community, and Gainesville 


community by providing department wide events and hours of community service work. 


 


Community Service 


 


Community service events are either individual or in collaboration with other engineering 


societies. One such collaboration is GatorTRAX, a program that introduces many engineering 


related skills to elementary, middle and high school students. The Sigma Omicron chapter works 


together with the Florida chapter of Tau Beta Pi in teaching these young minds new concepts. 


Officers and members explain to the students, through physical examples, basic concepts of 


physics, such as velocity and acceleration. This past year, members of Pi Tau Sigma provided 


support to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers to teach the students about bridge 


designs and construction. There were approximately fifteen Pi Tau Sigma members in attendance 


as well as ASME and Tau Beta Pi volunteers. Over 60 kids participated in the event. 







 


 
 


The annual E-Fair is a well-recognized event at the University of Florida.  At the E-Fair, 


engineering groups from all departments come out and demonstrate the fundamental ideas of 


their core learning to elementary and middle school students, as well as faculty, visiting alumni 


and fellow students. Pi Tau Sigma presented the air cannon and air vortices activities at this 


event, much to the delight of the students. 1,500 students attended the two day event to learn 


about the different engineering activities. 


 


 
 


Additionally, Pi Tau Sigma organized a night to create hygiene bags filled with a towel, razor, 


toothpaste, toothbrush, comb, and candy for the homeless in Gainesville, FL who go to St. 


Francis House. This event took place before the holidays in December and was a wonderful way 


for our members to reach out to the local community. Members gathered supplies, filled the bags 


with the supplies, and delivered them to St. Francis House. The staff members at St. Francis 


House and the recipients of the bags were very glad for our support and caring, and the members 


had a great time putting the bags together as well as interacting with those less fortunate than 


themselves. 


 







 
 


Departmental Service 


 


This year, the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department implemented Peer Advising 


to improve departmental advising. Pi Tau Sigma members were requested to serve as advisors by 


the department chair. Pi Tau Sigma members rose to the call and fifteen of them served as Peer 


Advisors this year. Peer Advisors guide students in the MAE Department through class 


scheduling, internships, and extracurricular activities. The feedback from students has been 


overwhelmingly positive and often students say this is the “best advising I have received at UF”. 


 


Three Pi Tau Sigma members also partook in the event ‘How I Got My First Internship’ this fall, 


hosting the event along with ASME and AIAA. Three of the six speakers were Pi Tau Sigma 


members. This event teaches students the different ways that students have attained internships 


and tips regarding the best ways to network with company recruiters. Our members described 


their roles in internships at Cummins as well as a non-traditional internship in a hospital 


overseas.  


 


 







Pi Tau Sigma also hosted a seminar entitled, Advanced Manufacturing Initiatives for America’s 


Future, presented by Dr. Gloria Wiens. Dr. Wiens is our current faculty advisor and serving as 


the Assistant Director for Research Partnerships of the Advanced Manufacturing National 


Program Office. This seminar was a great way to expose students to the game-changing federal 


government initiatives, public-private partnerships and opportunities in advance manufacturing, 


with a focus on the National Network for Manufacturing Innovation and the Advanced 


Manufacturing Partnership recommendations detailed in their report on Accelerating U.S. 


Advanced Manufacturing. This event was well attended by Pi Tau Sigma members as well as 


ASME members and was very enjoyable and informative. 


 
 


  







The MAE Undergraduate Research Symposium is an annual poster presentation event in which 


undergraduate students can share their research with faculty, students and notable members of 


the External Advisory Board. This event is coordinated with the UF Mechanical and Aerospace 


Department annual Awards Banquet. This year, the departmental chair wanted to keep the 


momentum going for the Symposium and have at least 20 presenters. The chapter responded to 


this goal, and the presenter participation totaled 22 presenters. Invitations for the symposium 


were sent out through the department undergraduate list serve, flyers were posted in every 


engineering building, and announcements were made in class. All interested undergraduates 


received a PowerPoint poster template  where they would describe their research topic by giving 


the background, problem statement, and current and future work of the project. Once all of the 


posters were completed and returned, the officers printed and laminated the posters for the 


students. The Symposium was held in the rotunda of the main engineering building on campus, 


expanding visibility of the event to the entire College of Engineering. A panel of four judges was 


created from the External Advisory Board and these members spoke to each presenter and 


reviewed their work. After deliberation, three winners were selected and were awarded not only 


an invitation to the MAE Awards Banquet, but were also awarded cash prizes. The cash prizes 


were $250 for first place, $150 for second place, and $100 for third place. The event was 


considered a great success and was highly regarded by not only the faculty and Board members, 


but also among the students who attended. These students expressed much anticipation for next 


year’s Symposium, giving them renewed inspiration to conduct their research.  


 


 


 
  







Several of our chapter’s officers attended the annual Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 


Department Banquet at the University of Florida.  These officers represented our chapter and 


presented the Outstanding Alumni Awards to distinguished guests. Several of the Pi Tau Sigma 


members were also honored during the event, with our President receiving the MAE Outstanding 


Senior Award in Mechanical Engineering, our Secretary receiving the Outstanding Technical 


Paper in Mechanical Engineering, as well as our Treasurer, Membership Chair, Service Chairs 


and Initiates receiving departmental scholarships.   


 


  
 


  







Social Events 


 


This year, the Sigma Omicron chapter brought together the MAE engineering societies of AIAA 


and ASME, along with the faculty of MAE, by hosting the third annual MAE kickball 


tournament. A little friendly competition along with plenty of food and drinks is always a fun 


time for all of the members to get to know each other. The tournament was played on the 


intermural softball fields on campus and consists of three rounds of playoff style single 


elimination. Around 30 members for all of the clubs participated in the event. This year, we were 


happy to have faculty attend the event. The winner of the event this year was ASME and they 


were awarded with the brand new MAE Department Kickball Champions Cup. 


 


 


 
In addition, our chapter holds many social events for the members. Our social events range from 


frozen yogurt at the local Mochi frozen yogurt to spending the morning hiking at Paynes Prairie. 


This year, we also attended a Gator Baseball Game as a group. These events are always well 


attended by members, officers, and initiates. This academic year in particular, initiates had great 


opportunities to get to know the officers and the social events were very enjoyable. The end of 







semester Kick-Ball game is another great social event for the initiates to get an opportunity to 


beat the officers who they have worked with all semester.  


 


  


 
 


Fundraisers 


 


Our largest fundraiser is through the departmental polo sale. The department donates the funds 


for the Sigma Omicron chapter to purchase the polos through a local design company. Thus, all 


of the profits raised in the sales are used to fund all of the events throughout the semesters. These 


polos consist of the UF Gator Engineering Logo and have the words Mechanical and Aerospace 


Department under the logo. Students purchase these polos to wear to info sessions and during 


internships. 


 


 







National Convention 


 


This spring, the Sigma Omicron chapter sent three members to national convention, all of which 


would be at UF for the following academic year. This decision was made due to the majority of 


officers graduating and leaving this year. The new cycle of officers were sent preemptively so 


that the next generation of officers could benefit from the national convention experience and 


implement what they learned there. All of the attending members enjoyed the experience and 


brought back ideas which will help with growth of the UF chapter. The members participated in 


all of the events and attended the career showcase event. 


 


Member Communication and Meetings 


 


Members of the Sigma Omicron chapter receive email updates of events happening in the local 


mechanical engineering department.  Graduate students and professors contact our advisor and 


ask for any Pi Tau Sigma members who are interested in working in research workshops or labs.  


Members are invited to seminars and department lectures being held by professors and those 


working in the mechanical engineering field.  Our officers arrange tours of engineering 


professors’ laboratories that are open to all members and initiates.  These laboratory tours are a 


great way for members to meet professors and have a chance to talk to them about research 


opportunities. 


 


 


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


2011-2012 
 


University of Florida  
 


Florida Sigma Omicron 
 
A. Initiations 
 
Initiates are chosen from the top 35% of students in the mechanical engineering department who 
are in their third year or have the equivalent 90 credits.  These eligible candidates are contacted 
by the current vice president and are informed of their selection and invited to an introductory 
meeting.  Our chapter receives the list of candidates during the first month of the semester from 
the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering department. 
 
Candidates who attend the introductory meeting are briefed by the current officers with a 
slideshow on Pi Tau Sigma and told how the members interact amongst themselves and with the 
engineering community as a whole.  Officers introduce themselves and describe their roles in the 
chapter.  All candidates who attend the introductory meeting, who attend events, or who send an 
email of interest are recorded and have their attendance throughout the semester recorded. 
 
Initiates are required to go to six events over the course of the semester, but are encouraged to 
attend more and socialize with the other members and initiates.  They must attend: one Pi Tau 
Sigma sponsored lab tour, company information session, or related activity; one service project; 
one fundraising event; one chapter social; the end of the semester Kick-Ball game, usually 
placing the officers against the initiates in a fun way to end the semester; and the initiation 
ceremony.  Initiation is mandatory and is usually held a week before final exams.  If an initiate 
cannot attend a certain event and would like to substitute another, e.g., an initiate cannot attend 
the last service event of the semester and instead wants to attend two lab tours; they must obtain 
permission from the president, vice president, or the membership chair.  A one-time dues 
payment is required before the initiation ceremony.  If any of the requirements are not met or if 
the initiate cannot attend the initiation ceremony, they must wait until next semester to be 
initiated, assuming they are still eligible.  When an initiate pays their dues, they receive a Pi Tau 
Sigma bent.  Initiates are encouraged to polish their bents.  At initiation, the initiate who has the 
best looking bent, as voted by the officers, receives a prize.   
 
The initiation ceremony follows tradition.  Initiates are brought into a room with the current 
officers at the front of the room.  A table decorated with Pi Tau Sigma coat of arms and other 
memorabilia is in the middle of the room, if a table is available.  The president and vice president 
follow the Pi Tau Sigma initiation handbook and describe the coat of arms and the values of Pi 
Tau Sigma.  Once the initiates pledge to uphold the ASME code of ethics, they are congratulated 
and welcomed as members.  To signify this, they are taught the chapter’s secret handshake and 
each initiate shakes hands with the officers.   
 







At the end of the spring semester’s initiation, officer elections are held.  All members, including 
those who were just initiated, can run for a position.  Only current officers can run for the 
president and vice president offices.  
 
Our chapter held two initiations this year.  The fall initiation was held on Thursday, December 
8th and saw seven new members added to the Sigma Omicron chapter.  The spring initiation was 
held on Friday, April 27th and saw seven new members as well.  Of these new members, eight of 
them ran and were elected to be officers for the next academic year.  The seven leaving officers 
welcomed and congratulated the new officers. 
 


 
 
B. Chapter Activities 
 
The Sigma Omicron chapter is part of many activities and events that promote involvement in 
the mechanical engineering department and that introduce students to excellent opportunities for 
their future. The chapter allows for the members and initiates to work with high-achieving 
students from the other engineering societies network with professors to gain research 
opportunities as well as members from industry to gain internships and full-time jobs. More 
importantly though, our chapter gave back to the department and community by providing 
mentoring, tutoring and hours of community service work.   
 







Community Service  
 
Our chapter organized a service event with the Ocala Habitat for Humanity organization. This 
work site is located approximately 45 minutes from campus where they are currently finishing 
the building of five houses. Nine of the officers and members volunteered for five hours in late 
April. Work consisted of site clean up, exterior wall insulation, and roughing of the roof. We 
worked closely with a “golden hammer” named Hank, a retired mechanical engineer at Pratt and 
Whittney, UF mechanical engineer graduate from the 1960’s and also a fellow Pi Tau Sigma 
member, who supervised the build progress. Within the five hours, the group was able to clean 
up all of the trash from the site, finish all of the insulation, and install and nail down one half of a 
roof. Hank said out of all of his time volunteering, we were one of the best groups to come 
through the organization. With the strong bonds formed with the Habitat for Humanity 
organizations due to our contributions, we will continue to work through out the summer and 
into the next school year.   
 


  
 
Community service events are also collaboration with the other engineering societies. One such 
collaboration is GatorTRAX, a program that introduces many engineering related skills and ideas 
to elementary, middle and high school students.  The Sigma Omicron chapter works together 
with the Florida chapter of Tau Beta Pi in teaching these young minds new concepts.  Officers 
and members explain to the students, through physical examples, basic concepts of physics, such 
as velocity and acceleration. This past year, our chapter increased our roll with the program by 
acting as host for the mechanical engineering weekend of GatorTRAX. In previous years, Pi Tau 
Sigma only provided members to help support the projects. This year, the officers were 
responsible for planning the schedule of events, purchasing all the required supplied, and then 
organizing the volunteer groups, and overseeing the build projects. The project selected for this 
year was for the kids to build bridges using toothpicks as the trusses and then using gum drops as 
the joints. There were approximately six Pi Tau Sigma officers and initiates working the event as 
well as the Tau Beta Pi volunteers. Over 50 kids participated in the event. Another collaboration 
is SECME, which is a strategic alliance to renew and strengthen the professional capacity of 
young educators, motivate and mentor students and empower parents so that all students can 
learn and achieve at higher levels.  At SECME, students participate in fun activities, such as an 
egg drop and building a mousetrap car.   







 
The annual E-Fair is a well-recognized event at the University of Florida.  At the E-Fair, 
engineering groups from all departments come out and demonstrate the fundamental ideas of 
their core learning to elementary and middle school students, as well as faculty, visiting alumni 
and fellow students.  The Pi Tau Sigma display this year demonstrated how pressure decreasing 
rapidly in a closed volume could cause force.  Several plastic water bottles were opened and 
designed to look like miniature cars.  Wooden spokes and Styrofoam wheels were used to make 
the bottles mobile.  Inflatable balloons were wrapped around sets of three drinking straws and 
taped to create a seal.  The straw-balloon combinations were placed in the bottle cars, whilst 
holding the end of the straws shut to prevent air leaking.  Upon release, the cars pushed away 
from the direction of airflow and raced along a makeshift track.  The car that traveled the furthest 
won a candy prize.  Depending on the position of the straw-balloon combination or how full the 
balloon was changed the path the bottle car would take and how fast it would go. Eight of the 
spring 2012 initiates and all of the officers provided the aid to all of the students as they worked 
on their car design. Hundreds of students came through during the two day event to play with the 
cars and of course, enjoy the candy.  
 
Departmental Service 
 
The Undergraduate Research Poster Symposium is an annual event in which undergraduate 
students can share their research with faculty, students and other notable members of the alumni 
board. This event is coordinated with the UF Mechanical and Aerospace Department annual 
awards banquet. Invitations for the symposium are sent out through the department 
undergraduate listserve. All interested undergraduates receive a PowerPoint poster template were 
the students will describe their research topic, giving background, problem statement, current 
and future work. Once all of the posters are completed and returned, the officers print out and 
laminate the posters for the students. During the day of the awards banquet, the ballroom is 
prepared with the printed posters. A board of department professors and alumni speaks with each 
of the participations and judges their presentation and poster. This semester, nine students 
participated in the event. The three of the top presenters were awarded and given the opportunity 
to attend the awards banquet dinner. 
 


   
 







Several of our chapter’s officers attended the annual Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
Department Banquet at the University of Florida.  These officers represented our chapter and 
presented awards to distinguished guests.  The Pi Tau Sigma National Convention was attended 
by four of our officers and one member. Several of the Pi Tau Sigma members were also 
honored during the event. The Sigma Omicron President was honored as the 2011-2012 
Outstanding Senior Award for the Mechanical and Aerospace Department. The Sigma Omicron 
Treasurer was awarded the Knox T. Millsaps Memorial Scholarship. A Sigma Omicron member 
was honored as the University of Florida College of Engineering Outstanding Leadership Award 
for the graduating class of 2012.  
 
With close to 2500 undergraduate students in the Mechanical and Aerospace Department at the 
University of Florida, the Engineering Statics course contains a large number of students, 
especially this year as the course transitioned into an online with an optional in-person lecture. 
Due to the importance of these core fundamentals towards the success of future mechanical 
engineering students, the Sigma Omicron chapter started Statics exam reviews. The Statics 
course consists of three exams covering the basics from introductory vectors to virtual work. 
These topics and all of the topics in-between can be difficult for students new to the subject to 
understand. So two of the officers provided reviews were students could as questions on the 
fundamentals and practice problems, and the officers explained from the eyes of a student. All of 
the reviews were highly successful with 80 to 100 students attending. After each of the exams, 
students were extremely grateful for the time and effort put into the reviews.   
 
Social Events   
 
This year, the Sigma Omicron chapter brought together other engineering societies of AIAA, 
ASME, and Tau Beta Pi by hosting the first annual MAE kickball tournament. A little friendly 
competition along with plenty of food and drinks is always a fun time for all of the members to 
get to know each other. The tournament was played on the intermural softball fields on campus 
and consists of three rounds of playoff style double elimination. Around 40 members for all of 
the clubs participated in the event in each semester. The first tournament in the fall was soundly 
taken by the Sigma Omicron chapter after beating Tau Beta Pi by double digits in both rounds. 
The second tournament in the spring came down to extra innings as the ASME chapter knocked 
off the PTS team. A plaque displays the winners of each of the semester events and hopefully 
interest in the event will continue. 
 







   
 
In addition, our chapter holds many social events for the members.  Our social events range from 
frozen yogurt at the local Mochi frozen yogurt to laser tag.  These events are always well 
attended by members, officers and initiates.  This academic year in particular, our socials were 
lauded as being very fun and enjoyable.  Initiates attending these socials are given the chance to 
personally find out who their officers are and have a great time.  The end of the semester Kick-
Ball game is another great social event for the initiates to get an opportunity to beat the officers 
who they have worked with all semester.  This past spring, due to weather the Kick-Ball game 
could not be held and was replaced by a round of pocket billiards.  This was equally enjoyed. 
 


  
 
Fundraisers 
 
Our largest fundraiser is through the department polo sale. The department donates the funds for 
the Sigma Omicron chapter to purchases the polos through a local design company. Thus, all of 
the profits raises in the sales are used to fund all of the events through out the semesters. These 
polo consist of the UF Gator Engineering logo and have the words Mechanical and Aerospace 
department under the logo. Students purchase theses polos to wear to info sessions and during 
internships. Recently, we have expanded our selection to both boys and girls polos in both white 
and blue colorations.  
 







  
 
In addition to the polo sales, our chapter has also created our first chapter Pi Tau Sigma shirts for 
all of the members. We sell these t-shirts at a low price, just enough to cover the cost to have 
them manufactured, so that it’s not a financial burden for the members to purchase. So far the 
sales have been great and even graduated members are interested in purchasing the t-shirts. 
 


 
 
National Convention 
 
This spring, the Sigma Omicron chapter sent five members consisting of one graduating officer, 
three returning officer, and one member who is now a officer for the next school year. All of the 
attending members enjoyed the experience and brought back ideas which will help with grow the 
chapter at UF.  The members participated in all of the event and attending the career showcase 
event. 
 







Member Communication and Meetings 
 
Members of the Sigma Omicron chapter receive email updates of events happening in the local 
mechanical engineering department.  Graduate students and professors contact our advisor and 
ask for any Pi Tau Sigma members who are interested in working in research workshops or labs.  
Members are invited to seminars and department lectures being held by professors and those 
working in the mechanical engineering field.  Our officers arrange tours of engineering 
professors’ laboratories that are open to all members and initiates.  These laboratory tours are a 
great way for members to meet professors and have a chance to talk to them about research 
opportunities. 
 
The Sigma Omicron chapter holds meetings every five weeks in the fall and spring semesters.  
With recent construction completed, more meetings are planned for the coming academic year 
due to easy access to a conference room.  At least once a week, members can expect to see an 
email from our chapter about the latest events happening in the mechanical engineering 
department.  
 
 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2012-2013 


 


University of Florida Sigma Omicron 


 


A. Initiations 


 


At the University of Florida, initiates are chosen from the top 35% of students in the mechanical 


engineering department who are in their third year or have the equivalent 90 credits.  These 


eligible candidates are contacted by the current vice president and are informed of their selection 


and invited to an introductory meeting.  Our chapter receives the list of candidates during the 


first month of the semester from the undergraduate student program assistant for the mechanical 


and aerospace engineering department. 


 


Candidates who attend the introductory meeting are briefed by the current officers with a 


slideshow on Pi Tau Sigma and are told how the chapter members interact amongst themselves, 


with the university and with the engineering community as a whole.  Officers introduce 


themselves and describe their roles in the chapter.  All candidates who attend the introductory 


meeting, who attend events, or who send an email of interest are noted and have their attendance 


throughout the semester recorded. 


 


Initiates are required to go to five events over the course of the semester, but are encouraged to 


attend more and socialize with the other members and initiates.  They must attend: one Pi Tau 


Sigma sponsored lab tour, one service project, one fundraising event, one chapter social, the end 


of the semester Kick-Ball game, usually placing the officers against the initiates in a fun way to 


end the semester, and the initiation ceremony.  Initiation is mandatory and is usually held during 


reading days at the end of the semester.  If an initiate cannot attend a certain event and would 


like to substitute another, e.g., an initiate cannot attend the last service event of the semester and 


instead wants to attend two lab tours; they must obtain permission from the president, vice 


president, or the membership chair.  A one-time dues payment is required before the initiation 


ceremony.  If any of the requirements are not met or if the initiate cannot attend the initiation 


ceremony, they must wait until next semester to be initiated, assuming they are still eligible.  


When an initiate pays their dues, they receive a Pi Tau Sigma bent.  Initiates are encouraged to 


polish their bents.  At initiation, the initiate who has the best looking bent, as voted by the 


officers, receives a prize.   


 


The initiation ceremony follows tradition.  Initiates are brought into a room with the current 


officers at the front of the room.  A table decorated with Pi Tau Sigma coat of arms and other 


memorabilia is in the middle of the room, if a table is available.  The president and vice president 


follow the Pi Tau Sigma initiation handbook and describe the coat of arms and the values of Pi 


Tau Sigma.  Once the initiates pledge to uphold the ASME code of ethics, they are congratulated 


and are welcomed as members.  To signify this, they are taught the chapter’s secret handshake 


and each initiate shakes hands with the officers.   


 







At the end of the spring semester’s initiation, officer elections are held.  All members, including 


those who were just initiated, can run for a position.  Only current officers can run for the 


president and vice president offices.  After elections, food and beverages are usually brought in 


as a way for the new officers to socialize.  


 


Our chapter held two initiations this year.  The fall initiation was held on Thursday, December 


6
th


 and ten new members were inducted into the Sigma Omicron chapter.  The spring initiation 


was held on Thursday, April 25
th


 and saw six new members inducted.  Of all these new 


members, six of them ran and were elected to be officers for the next academic year.  The four 


leaving officers welcomed the new officers and congratulated them, offering to assist with any 


part of the transition. 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


 


The Sigma Omicron chapter is part of many activities and events that promote involvement in 


the local mechanical engineering department and that introduce students to excellent 


opportunities for them to take part.  The Undergraduate Research Symposium is an annual event 


where undergraduate students can share their research with faculty, students and other leaders in 


their respective departments.  The best presenters are invited to an awards banquet and dinner 


where many professors, students and alumni will attend.  Our chapter organized the mechanical 


engineering department’s presentations.  The top presenters were awarded by the department and 


given the opportunity to talk with prestigious alumni who are currently working in the 


mechanical engineering field. 


 


The annual E-Fair is a well-recognized event at the University of Florida.  At the E-Fair, groups 


from all engineering departments come out and demonstrate the fundamental ideas of their core 


learning to elementary and middle school students, as well as faculty, visiting alumni and fellow 


students.  The Pi Tau Sigma display this year demonstrated the mechanics of a robot performing 


an overhead golf swing along with the controls mechanisms needed to perform the action.  The 


robot was provided by Dr. Gloria Wiens and was a graduate research project from a former 


student.  For safety reasons, the robot was not powered and was a static display.  Pi Tau Sigma 


representatives demonstrated some of the robot’s motion, how the joints worked and were 


controlled.  The booth was well attended by excited children and curious adults, all eager to ask 


questions about the device. 


 


Several of our chapter’s officers attended the annual Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 


Department Banquet at the University of Florida.  These officers represented our chapter and 


presented awards to distinguished guests.  Five of our officers attended the Pi Tau Sigma 


National Convention this year.  One officer could not attend due to other obligations.  At the 


convention, the absent officer was awarded the Ward O. Winer Scholarship and a present officer 


was awarded the Ed and Faye Griggs Scholarship for their contributions to Pi Tau Sigma.  


Additionally, the Sigma Omicron chapter was awarded the Secretary’s Commendation award for 


its activity in the engineering community.  


 


 







 Collaboration with other engineering societies happens often due to our close bonds with them.  


One of our service chairs this year was also the president of the local Tau Beta Pi chapter, which 


greatly helped the two groups collaborate on events.  One such collaboration is GatorTRAX, a 


program that introduces many engineering related skills and ideas to elementary, middle and 


high school students.  The Sigma Omicron chapter works together with Tau Beta Pi in teaching 


these young minds new concepts.  Officers and members explain to the students, through 


physical examples, basic concepts of physics, such as velocity and acceleration.  Another 


collaboration is SECME, which is a strategic alliance to renew and strengthen the professional 


capacity of young educators, motivate and mentor students and empower parents so that all 


students can learn and achieve at higher levels.  At SECME, students participate in fun activities, 


such as team tower building or designing a mousetrap car.  Our chapter also competes with 


ASME, Tau Beta Pi and AIAA in an Intersociety Kick-Ball game, promoting camaraderie 


amongst the engineering groups.  


 


In addition, our chapter holds many fundraisers and social events.  Our polo shirt sales over the 


course of the academic year bring in a healthy amount of sales, allowing us to expand our 


inventory into more sizes, colors and women’s shirts.  Our social events range from frozen 


yogurt at the local Mochi to trivia night at a restaurant.  These events are always well attended by 


members, officers and initiates.  Initiates attending these socials are given the chance to 


personally find out who their officers are and have a great time.  The end of the semester Kick-


Ball game is another great social event, as described before.   


 


Members of the Sigma Omicron chapter receive email updates of events happening in the local 


mechanical engineering department.  Graduate students and professors contact our advisor and 


ask for any Pi Tau Sigma members who are interested in working in research workshops or labs.  


In February, our officers arranged for an alumnus who currently works as a field engineer for 


Schlumberger to share her experiences in the field after graduating with our members and 


initiates.  Members are invited to seminars and department lectures being held by professors and 


those working in the mechanical engineering field.  Our officers arrange tours of engineering 


professors’ laboratories that are open to all members and initiates.  These laboratory tours are a 


great way for members to meet professors and have a chance to talk to them about research 


opportunities.  


 


The Sigma Omicron chapter arranges for officer meetings biweekly in the fall and spring 


semesters.  At least once a week, members can expect to see an email from our chapter about the 


latest events happening in the mechanical engineering world and at the University of Florida.  


 


 








Florida Sigma Omicron 
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 


Chartered 05-25-68. 88. 
 
Goals for 2007-2008 


Our chapter had three main goals for this year.  
The first was to increase member and initiate 
involvement through increased communication 
and activities.  The second was to raise 
awareness of our organization throughout 
campus and the department.  The final goal 
was to increase our finances for our chapter 
through more fundraising. 


Activities 
This year the chapter has participated in many 
events and service projects. 
 
For both the fall and spring semester, two 
meetings were held for all eligible initiates.  
During these meetings, the requirements to 
become a member and benefits of being a 
member were the main topics.  A social 
followed the second meeting of the semester to 
encourage the initiates to meet current 
members and the officers.   
 
One of the main requirements for initiates is 
for them to complete community service 
hours.  Our chapter participates in many 
projects throughout the semester.  One of our 
main projects is called GatorTrax and it 
consists of encouraging aspiring middle and 
high school students to continue in the math 
and science fields.  During this time, 
professors speak to the student’s parents and 
let them know about the need for engineers in 
our society.   
 
The second largest service project we 
participate in is part of Engineer’s Week and is 
the E-Fair.  During E-Fair we have a booth 
which included a golfing robot this year.  
Students ranging from ages K-12 come out to 
E-Fair and are encouraged to ask questions so 
they will become interested in engineering. 
 
To increase our interaction with the 
department and get our members and initiates 
involved in undergraduate research, we held a 
professor social each semester.  During these 
socials the professors spoke about the research 
being conducted by themselves and their 
research group.  This allowed for more face to 
face time for professors and students.  In 
addition to this, the chapter organized and 
hosted the first annual Mechanical and 


Aerospace Engineering Undergraduate 
Research Symposium, held in conjunction 
with the Department’s spring Advisory Board 
meeting day and awards banquet activities.  
 
One of our best improvements from last year 
was the lab tours we now hold.  These lab 
tours are very educational and show certain 
parts of the department that students may 
never see. 
 
A trip was also held that included traveling to 
Jacksonville, FL.  The trip included exciting 
tours of Ameristeel and the JEA power plant.     
 
Three companies came and spoke on behalf of 
our chapter this year.  The companies, Air 
Products, Florida Turbine Technology and 
Harris, had a member as an intern the previous 
summer and gave very informational talks. 
 
Several socials were held during the year as 
well.  Besides the initial initiate social, a 
softball game, bowling night, and a barbecue 
were held.  Participation was good during 
these events and everyone had a good time. 
 
Nine members, mainly officers, were sent to 
the National Convention in Atlanta.  Our 
faculty advisor joined us in this trip. 


Graduates 
Kenneth Rivard – General Electric in 


Greenville, South Carolina 
Brian Bray – Nuclear Operations in Upstate 


New York 
Michael Asgill – Graduate School at the 


University of Florida 
Marcus Shen – Race Engineer for 


SpeedSource, Inc in Sunrise, FL 
Kimberly Finger 
  Harris Corporation in Melbourne, FL 
John Ross 
 TH Hill in Houston, TX 
Larry Wishney – CDI in Jupiter, FL 


Awards & Recognition 
Anthony Licari and Andrew McDonald – First 


Place Undergraduate Research Symposium 
Nic Fischer – Third Place Undergraduate 


Research Symposium 
Citgo Petroleum Corporation Scholarship – 


Christina Mills 
Outstanding Graduate Senior in Mechanical 


Engineering – Kenneth Rivard 
Names of New Members 
Fall 2007 Pledges 


Kyle Allen Andrew McDonald 







Michael Asgill Daniel Olivero 
Shitarria Battle Jonathan Pletsch 
Mathieu Davis Pedro Rivero 
Katherine Faist Philip Sherwood 
Jin Yu Guan Meryl Sines 
John Hart Sean Sullivan  
Admir Hasanic Anthony Van 
Allen Jose Eric Viale 
Ivana Kennedy Daniel Vu  
Anthony Licari Joseph Windle 
Victor Martinez Steven Zehnder 


Spring 2008 Pledges 
Ricardo Albuquerque Chris Bishop 
Ryan Bowen Greg Edwards 
Kimberley Finger Nic Fischer 
Matt Goff Michelle Gross 
Randy Gruby Beau Guidry 
Kenneth Habal Trevor Hise 
Paul Moore Lisa Morin 
David Sanabria Robert Sweeney 


Transfer of Responsibilities 
Most of the non-graduating officers remained 
officers allowing for an easy transition for 
those positions.  The treasurer will remain the 
same for the 2008-2009 year, so only the 
president will have to be updated on the bank 
account. 
 
All new officers have been given descriptions 
of their jobs.  A meeting was planned and all 
the new officers attended and had a chance to 
ask the previous officers about their jobs and 
responsibilities. 


Plans for 2008-2009 
Our chapter has several plans for the 2008-
2009 year.  The first is the reoccurring goal of 
increasing member participation.  We feel that 
there are too many people who join the 
organization and forget about it afterwards.  
We increased the number of available chair 
and officer positions as a first step. 
 
Another large goal for our chapter is to begin 
our own service initiative.  Most of our service 
projects are run by other engineering 
organizations, and we are looking for 
possibilities to start our own. 
 
The last goal for next year is to increase the 
amount of socials we hold.  This was proposed 
by an initiate as a way to keep members 
involved.  A couple ideas were potlucks and 
game nights. 


Chapter Officers 
President Kenneth Rivard 
Vice President of Members Jimmy Roark 


Vice President of Initiates Ryan Cardillo 
Treasurer Christina Mills 
Secretary Garrett Pataky 
Historian Katherine Faist 
Historian Marshal Thomson 
Programs Jon Runyon 
E-Fair Chair Greg Parsard 
Fundraising Chair Tomas Garces 
Webmaster Travis Vitello 
 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Gloria Wiens 


Contact Information 
http://grove.ufl.edu/~pts/ 
pts@grove.ufl.edu 


Reporter 
Garrett Pataky 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2009-2010 


University of Florida Sigma Omicron 


A. Initiations 


We choose out initiates from the top 35% of the third year students in the mechanical and 


aerospace department at Florida. Our chapter receives the list of eligible candidates from Salena 


Robinson, the Undergraduate Student Program Assistant, about a third of the way into the 


semester. Our vice president of initiates contacts the students on this list via email and invites 


them to join Pi Tau Sigma. 


After attending an introductory meeting, initiates are required to complete a series of tasks before 


joining. Initiates need to complete five hours of community service and fundraising each. 


Additionally, candidates need to interview five mechanical engineering faculty members. 


Initiates are required to attend a number of events: a biannual student faculty softball game, our 


initiates social, and initiation held on the Sunday before exams. We ask that our initiates write a 


short one page letter outlining what they would like to see done with the Sigma Omicron 


Chapter. Finally, initiates need to polish their Pi Tau Sigma keys and pay dues before initiation. 


At the initiation ceremony we lead the candidates into the dimly lit room. The current officers sit 


behind a table in the middle of the room adorned with candles and the Pi Tau Sigma coat of 


arms. The president and vice president of initiates describe the symbolism of the coat of arms as 


well as the values of Pi Tau Sigma in accordance with the Pi Tau Sigma initiation handbook. 


After pledging to uphold the ASME code of ethics the initiates are taught our chapter’s secret 


handshake. The officers then proceed to shake hands and congratulate each of the new members. 


At the conclusion of initiation we hold officer elections. All members, including newly initiated 


members, can run for an officer position, however only officers can run for the presidency or 


vice-presidency. Initiations and officer elections are held in December and May. 


B.  Chapter Activities 


Our chapter participates in activities that focus on promoting the ideals of Pi Tau Sigma to the 


students of the engineering department and the Gainesville community.  To keep our streets 


clean on the weekend we organized cigarette cleanups in downtown Gainesville. We also 


routinely partnered with the Florida chapter of Tau Beta Pi and Santa Fe Community College to 


assist with GatorTRAX. GatorTRAX is a program that helps teach middle and high school 


students math and science skills related to engineering. Our members help set up demos, such as 


water rockets, for the middle school students and assist the high school students with preparation 


for the FCAT, the state standardized test.  


The highest profile event we participate in at the University of Florida is the annual E-fair, an 


event where clubs from around the college of engineering hold demonstrations for elementary 


and middle school students as well as visiting alumni and faculty. At the Pi Tau Sigma booth this 


year we demonstrated our golfing robot. The rig consists of an aluminum extrude frame the holds 


a driver. The main goal of the golfing robot is to demonstrate the various aspects of mechanical 







engineering working together. Pneumatic “muscles,” charged by a portable compressor, swing 


the club. The position of the pneumatic tubes controls how the robot swings.  


In addition, we volunteer our members to help out in inter-department activities. For example, 


this year some of our members presented alumni awards at the annual department banquet. We 


also try to provide information and services for the students within the department. We organized 


three research symposiums over the past year. At the first two symposiums professors presented 


their research allowing students to get a better feeling for the types of research preformed in the 


department. The third symposium, which coincided with the alumni dinner, allowed 


undergraduate students to present their own research to their peers, faculty, and the department 


alumni. The alumni and department chair then chose their favorite project. 


The Sigma Omicron chapter holds meetings every other week in the fall and spring semester. 


This past year we sent one voting delegate and three other representatives to the Texas Tech 


convention.  Our vice president of members, Matthew Goff, chaired and co-chaired four 


committees. The key issue voted on by one of those committees was to allow graduate students 


to be inducted into the society.  
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A. Initiations 
Selection Process  


Florida Sigma Omicron chapter of Pi Tau Sigma takes great pride in our initiates each               
semester and thus go through great lengths to ensure we are initiating the best possible initiates.                
Our selection process begins before the semester even starts as the Secretary gathers a list of                
eligible names from our department. Our standards have always been the set standards listed by               
the national PTS organization; any undergraduate student who’s class rank is in the upper 25th               
percentile and who’s GPA is at least above 3.25/4.00. Now at The University of Florida to be in                  
the upper 25th percentile that usually corresponds to a GPA around 3.70/4.00. 


Once the eligible students have been selected they are all sent a congratulatory email from               
Florida Sigma Omicron chapter inviting them to attend an info session. These info sessions are               
mandatory unless a students contacts us, then we are able to provide he or she will the necessary                  
information. For the students who attend the info sessions we give them a brief presentation on                
the history, ideals, values, and benefits of PTS. After our couple info sessions these students can                
then enter the next step to their initiation process. The next main task for the students is to                  
complete all their initiation requirements. These events include; attend 1 social event, 1 service              
event, 1 lab or company tour, our annual polo sale, and our annual kickball game. All of these                  
events are detailed much more below. 
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The last main events for the initiates is the bi-annual kickball game. This event is mandatory                
for initiates as we usually do teams of initiates vs. officers. Initiates are usually very enthusiastic                
about this event as it allows them a fun, relaxing day away from studying. Usually, the event is                  
toward the end of classes so most people are ready for a break. Once the initiates have attended                  
all the requirements and paid their dues they are ready to be initiated. 


Initiation 
At the University of Florida we have “reading days” toward the end of each semester. These                


are a couple days in the last week of classes where there are no physical classes. This allows                  
students extra time to study for exams. We always hold our initiation during those days. At                
initiation, members, officers, and initiations are expected to dress business professional. The            
initiates are sat down and given a presentation on some of the important aspects of Pi Tau Sigma.                  
These aspects include; criteria for their membership, ASME Code of Ethics, PTS ideals, and the               
details about the keys and emblems of PTS. Once the presentation concludes each new initiate is                
congratulated by each officer with the official PTS handshake. Food is provided to all attending               
initiation and then the officers for the next semester are elected. 


On average Florida Sigma Omicron chapter averages about 9 initiates each semester. For the              
Fall 2018 semester we had 13, and for Spring 2019 we had 8. About 50% of the new initiates                   
chose to run for officer positions. Florida Sigma Omicron values initiates running for officer              
positions as this gives new insight into the officer board along with keeping those initiates               
involved in the organization.  


The initiates classes for Fall 2018 and Spring 2019 can be found in Image 1 and Image 2. 
 


  
Image 1. Initiate class (seated at table) for Fall 2018. Also shown is officers (standing). 
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Image 2. Initiate class for Spring 2019. 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


Service Events 
Each semester we have 2-3 service events to help keep Florida Sigma Omicron an active               


member of the community. This semester we worked with the Alachua County Humane Society              
and the Alachua County chapter of Keep America Beautiful. As volunteers of Keep America              
Beautiful, we were able to participate in the Great American Cleanup event where volunteers              
from all around the country worked to clean their respective cities. During this event, Florida               
Sigma Omicron volunteers were asked to clean a small section of roadway in downtown              
Gainesville. This was a great event and our impact was clearly seen as we were able to fill nearly                   
7 bags of trash from this small section of road (as seen in Image 3). The second service event                   
was held at the humane society and allowed volunteers the opportunity to work with humane               
society staff to care for the animals in the shelter. Our chapter has worked with the humane                 
society in the past, and it has always been a great service event for us. The humane society is                   
always looking for volunteers, and working with animals is usually a highlight of the initiation               
process. Overall, the service events from this semester were a great way for members to connect                
and donate their time in a meaningful way. 
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Image 3. Members cleaning roadway as part of the Keep America Beautiful event. 


Socials 
Each semester is filled with 5-6 socials for the initiates and active members to attend and meet                  


one another. After the first info session, we had our first social opportunity at Yogurtology.               
Initiates and officers enjoyed self-serve frozen yogurt while getting to know one another for the               
first time. The next social was held at the Reitz Union Bowling Alley and Game Room.                
Attendees had fun in a round of bowling and playing several rounds of billiards. The 3rd social                 
was held at Sweetberries. Initiates enjoyed a cup of frozen custard of their choosing. We got to                 
know one another and discussed our plans for Spring Break. Some plans included staying in               
Gainesville, writing a Mechanics of Materials lab report, while others traveled to Europe. The              
4th social was held at Plaza of the Americas as members met up for some all-you-can-eat                
Krishna Lunch. Initiates ate while discussing their upcoming projects and exams. What a great              
way to take a break from studying! The last social was a Sigma Omicron tradition of                
all-you-can-eat wings at Gator’s Dockside (as seen in Image 4). Everyone had a great time trying                
out the new flavors and challenging each other to eat spicy wings.  
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Image 4. Members enjoy all-you-can-eat wings night at Gator’s Dockside. 


Intro To Engineering 
During the semester, one of Florida Sigma Omicron’s responsibilities to the Department of             


Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at the University of Florida is to assist in teaching the               
Introduction to Engineering class. It is a freshman level class in which students who may be                
unsure of which engineering major they want to pursue are taken to the different departments.               
Each week they are given a tour of the facilities, and told about the different aspects of each                  
department and major including research opportunities, student involvement, and coursework.          
For the Mechanical and Aerospace section, we work with a member of the department faculty to                
inform the students on what our department has to offer. The faculty member will go over things                 
such as department enrollment statistics, research opportunities and coursework that students in            
the department can expect to encounter. We, the Pi Tau Sigma officers, then go over student                
involvement, including the professional societies, student design teams, and, of course, Pi Tau             
Sigma. Following the presentation portion of the class, we lead the students across campus to the                
Rapid Prototyping lab, which houses some of the 3-D printers available to Mechanical and              
Aerospace students. Following this, we lead them to a nearby facility known as the Design and                
Manufacturing Lab. Here, there are mills, lathes, CNC machines, and other manufacturing            
equipment that is used to teach the Design and Manufacturing Laboratory class. Throughout the              
time the students are with us, we also are able to go over other aspects of student life in the MAE                     
department as well as answer any questions the students may have. We believe that teaching this                
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class is an excellent way for us to share our passion for mechanical engineering and help share                 
what we know about the profession that we hope to one day be a part of. 


Research Symposium 
Each spring semester, Florida Sigma Omicron organizes a research symposium for           


mechanical and aerospace students to showcase their research projects. In previous years, this             
symposium only contained undergraduate research topics. However, this year, we coordinated           
with the Graduate Student Council of the MAE department to also display graduate student              
research as well. This was beneficial, as a more well-rounded view of research being done by the                 
department was provided. We asked members of the External Advisory Board to judge the              
competition aspect, and all three of the judges expressed their admiration for the research being               
done by UF MAE. We had 11 participants this year spanning both graduate and undergraduate               
students and we hope to grow to more students next year! 
 


 
Image 5. Poster competition participant presenting research to judges 


Polo Sale 
Once a semester, we hold a polo sale to offer our fellow mechanical engineers a special                


mechanical department polo to wear for any business casual occasion. Initiates are required to              
spend at least an hour helping out this sale. Last year, we sold the polos at the New Engineering                   
Building, then we decided to move this year to the front of the Reitz Union, where most of the                   
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student traffics follows through. After this decision, the amount of polos that were sold almost               
tripled the amount from previous years. This has shoulded that the polo sale was quite               
successful, however like the decision to change location, there are still improvements to be              
made.  
 


Lab/Company Tours 
The Florida Sigma Omicron chapter tries to tour multiple companies or labs each semester.              


In fact, it is a requirement that the initiates each semester attend either one lab tour or company                  
tour. In the Spring 2019 semester we toured a Gainesville based, UF alumni, startup. This               
company is called Myolyn. Myolyn builds a stationary bike - similar to the ones in a gym -                  
however, their bike is much different than others. Their bike uses strategically placed electrodes              
and perfectly timed electric pulses to help paralyzed people actually pedal the bike. Florida              
Sigma Omicron values company tours in the Gainesville areas as we hope to build bonds               
between our members and current engineering companies in Gainesville. The students and            
officers who attend the Myolyn tour are shown in Image 6.  


 


 
Image 6. Florida Sigma Omicron initiates and officers talking with the CEO of Myolyn. 
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Initiates have the choice to satisfy their tour requirement by attending either a lab tour or a                 
company tour. We usually plan 2-3 lab tours each semester and 1-2 company tours. This past                
year we toured our faculty advisors lab. Dr. Hitomi Greenslet and her students working in the                
Non-Traditional Manufacturing Lab are working on new, innovative ways to manufacture           
pieces. Most of their lab work focuses on the final step in the manufacturing process, surface                
finish and/or polishing. On this tour we saw Dr. Greenslet’s students using robots and other               
machines to polish complex surfaces and even the inside of biopsy needles. We also saw the                
ways they polish glass and lenses used in optics and lasers. Overall, the lab tour was very                 
successful and even one of our initiates started researching with Dr. Greenslet. 


Kickball Game 


Initiates are required to participate in a kickball game between the current Pi Tau Sigma               
officer board and the initiates towards the end of the semester. Typically, attendance of this               
kickball game is mandatory for the initiates and acts as their final requirement before they can be                 
initiated. However, if an initiate has another responsibility in place that keeps them from being               
able to attend the kickball game, the officers give them an option to give a brief presentation to                  
the officer board about something they are passionate about to make up for this requirement. For                
example, one of the initiates who wasn’t able to attend the kickball game gave a 10 minute                 
presentation about her research that she participates in through the University of Florida.  


Everybody who was able to attend the kickball game had a great time. Since it was towards                 
the end of the semester, it was a great study break for both the initiates and the officers and was a                     
fun way to take our minds off of school for a couple hours. We also brought a frisbee and a                    
football to throw around for people who preferred that over kickball. The officers also provided               
pizza to the initiates after the game was over, and we all had a fun time getting to know each                    
other even better. Overall, the kickball game was a success and both the officers and initiates                
were happy that we included this as a requirement for initiation. 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2010-2011 


University of Florida Sigma Omicron 


A.           Initiations 


At the University of Florida, students who are in their third year or have the equivalent 90 


credits, are in the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering department, and are in the top 35% 


of their class are eligible candidates for the Sigma Omicron chapter.  During the first month 


of the semester, our chapter receives this list of candidates from the Undergraduate Student 


Program Assistant for the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering department, Salena 


Robinson.  The candidates are contacted by the current vice president of initiates and are 


informed of their selection and invited to an introductory meeting.  


 


Candidates who attend the introductory meeting are lectured by the president and vice 


president of initiates on Pi Tau Sigma and how our chapter interacts with the engineering 


community.  Other officers introduce themselves and describe their roles in the chapter.  


After the meeting, all candidates who are interested in becoming initiates are invited to write 


their names down and begin the series of requirements needed to become a member.  


 


Initiates are required to go to six events, but are encouraged to attend more and get to know 


the other members.  They must attend: one Pi Tau Sigma sponsored lab tour, company 


information session, or related activity; one service project; one fundraising event; one 


chapter social; the end of the semester Kick-Ball game, usually placing the officers against 


the initiates in a fun way to end the semester; and the initiation ceremony.  Initiation is 


mandatory and is usually held the week before finals.  If an initiate cannot attend a certain 


event and would like to substitute another, e.g., an initiate cannot attend the last lab tour of 


the semester and instead wants to attend two fundraising events; they must obtain permission 


from the vice president of initiates.  A one-time dues payment is needed before the initiation 


ceremony.  If any of the requirements are not met or if the initiate cannot attend the initiation 


ceremony, they must wait until next semester to be initiated, if they are still eligible.  


Additionally, when an initiate pays their dues, they receive a Pi Tau Sigma key.  Initiates are 


encouraged to polish their keys.  At initiation, the initiate who has the best looking key, as 


voted by the officers, receives a prize. 


 


The initiation ceremony follows tradition.  Initiates are brought into a room with the current 


officers at the front of the room.  A table decorated with Pi Tau Sigma memorabilia and the 


coat of arms is in the middle of the room, if the table is available.  The president and vice 


president of initiates follow the Pi Tau Sigma initiation handbook and describe the coat of 


arms and the values of Pi Tau Sigma.  Once the initiates pledge to uphold the ASME code of 


ethics, they are congratulated and welcomed as members.  To signify this, they are taught the 


chapter’s secret handshake and shake hands with the officers.  







At the end of the spring semester’s initiation, officer elections are held.  All members, 


including those who were just initiated, can run for a position.  Only current officers can run 


for president and either vice president office.  


 


Our chapter held two initiations this year.  The fall initiation was held on Tuesday, December 


7
th


 and saw 11 new members added to the Sigma Omicron chapter.  The spring initiation was 


held on Tuesday, April 19
th


 and saw 18 new members, a record-breaking number for Sigma 


Omicron.  Of these new members, six of them were elected officers for the next year.  The 


seven graduating officers welcomed and congratulated the new officers.  


 


B.           Chapter Activities 


The Sigma Omicron chapter is involved in many activities that promote involvement in the 


local mechanical engineering department and introduce students to excellent opportunities 


for their future.  The Undergraduate Research Symposium is an annual event in which 


undergraduate students can share their research with faculty, leaders, and other students in 


their respective departments.  The best presenters are invited to an awards banquet and dinner 


where many professors, students and alumni will attend.  Our chapter organized the 


Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering department’s presentations.  The top three presenters 


were awarded and given the opportunity to talk with several prestigious alumni who are 


currently working in the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering field.   


 


The annual E-Fair is a well-recognized event at the University of Florida.  At the E-Fair, 


engineering groups from all the departments come out and demonstrate the fundamental 


ideas of their core learning to elementary and middle school students, as well as faculty, 


visiting alumni, and fellow students.  The Pi Tau Sigma display this year demonstrated 


angles and the affect they have on motion.  The first setup was two identical stands made of 


wood and holding clear rubber tubing in a “U” shape with an adjustable height at the end.  A 


marble can be placed at the top of the tube and, depending on what height the end is set at, 


will fly out of the tube and land in a target bowl with a cup in the middle.  The goal is to find 


which height is the best for the marble to land in the cup.  The second setup was two 


adjustable inclined planes facing away from each other with two simple racetracks placed on 


the planes.  Small toy cars can be placed at the top of one plane and when released, 


depending on the angle of adjustment, the car will either stop abruptly or continue going back 


and forth for a short while. The booth was well attended and several children stayed with 


their parents after the fair closed to continue enjoying the displays. 


 


Several of our chapter’s officers attended the annual Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 


Department Banquet.  These officers represented our chapter and presented the Outstanding 


Alumni Awards to influential University of Florida alumni.  Four of our chapter’s officers, 


two of them graduating officers, also attended this year’s Pi Tau Sigma National Convention 


in Chicago. 


 


Members of the Sigma Omicron chapter receive email updates of events happening in the 


local Mechanical Engineering department.  Graduate students contact our advisor and ask for 


any Pi Tau Sigma members who are interested in working in a research workshop.  Members 







are invited to seminars and department lectures being held by professors and those working 


in the Mechanical Engineering field.  Our officers arrange tours of engineering professors’ 


laboratories that are open to all members and initiates.  These laboratory tours are a great 


way for members to meet professors and have a chance to talk to them about research 


opportunities.  Our advisor invited any members who were interested to join a small satellites 


and deployable space structures design team that is partnered with KTH Royal Institute of 


Technology in Sweden on designing a deployable boom for a small satellite.  


 


Our chapter collaborates with other engineering societies for organizing more activities.  


GatorTRAX is a program that introduces many engineering related skills and ideas to 


elementary, middle, and high school students.  The Sigma Omicron chapter works together 


with the Florida chapter of Tau Beta Pi in teaching these bright young minds new concepts.  


Officers and members explain to the students, through physical examples, basic concepts of 


physics, such as velocity and acceleration.  Our chapter also works with ASME on various 


projects.  We worked with ASME and traveled to local elementary schools, demonstrating 


some hands-on engineering activities to introduce concepts to children.  Another time, we 


helped ASME with the annual SwampFest Charity Car, Truck, and Motorcycle Show.  All 


proceeds from the show benefitted The American Lung Association.  


 


Additionally, our chapter holds many fundraisers and social events.  Our polo shirt sale over 


the course of this year was phenomenal, bringing in more sales than previous years and 


allowing us to expand our inventory into more sizes and styles.  Our social events range from 


picnics by Lake Wauberg to a barbeque at an apartment complex.  These events are always 


well attended by members and officers alike.  Initiates attending these socials are given the 


chance to personally find out who their officers are and generally have a great time.  The end 


of the semester Kick-Ball game is another great social event, as described before.  


 


The Sigma Omicron chapter holds meetings every month and a half in the fall and spring 


semesters.  This year, we have shifted from less physical meetings to more weekly email 


updates.  At least once a week, members can expect to see an email from our chapter about 


the latest events happening in the Mechanical Engineering world.  





